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The- pllrpose Ollhis study was to dl:termine the types ot communication strategies
employed by ~rade t\\clve l:arly French Immersion (EFl) students in the province of
Newfoundland and labrador. The intent was to detennine the types ofcommunication
str.ltegies employed by effective language learners (Ells) and less etTective language
le:uTlers (lELls! 3.Jld whelker there IS a difference in the pauem at ofstr.l.tegy use
betw<:en these two groups of advanced :u.lolescent lanl!!uage learners.
lnterviews were conducted with an entire class oftwenty-tive grade twelve EFI
students. These interviews were recorded on audio-<:lSsette. Followinl!! the data
collection. two Judl!!e5 rated the interviews according to the criteria outlined in the
manual. Frrncb ;"011 OTjlI TeSljDi\:' .\ Mj!DII31 ror Inwyiewers t 1986). Based on their
scores. six sludents were identilied as etTective language learners and six as less elTective
language leame-rs..-\licr the subjects lor the study were identilied. the twelve interviews
were trnnscnbeJ and analyzed to identitY communication stategy use.
The results olthe study indicate that both the Ells and the LELls employed a
mix of Reduction and AchiC"ement SIr-negy types and both groups used interlingual
strategies more often than intrnlingual strategies. The lELls however. employed more
Reduction strategies than the ELLs while the ELLs employed more Retrie~':ll strategies
than the LELLs.
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[NTRODLiCTION TO THE PROBLEM
Canada's Slatus as a bilingual country has prompted increasing numbers of
parents to enroll their children in French Immersion (Fn programs. Dissalisfied with the
poorer or.lI p~rfonnanc~ in French attained b~ studcnts in regular Core French programs.
parents felt that FI programs would allow their children to acquire grealer competence in
French:
The success of Ihe immersion pupils in :lChie\'in~ considerably
higher Ic\'els of compelence in French than those nonnall~ reached
b~ children panicipating in regular French instruction in Ihe schools
has bttn attributed in l:lrge measure [0 Ihe use of French as a vehicle
of communication ( Netten and Spain., 1989. pA8S).
[t was this attilude that prompted a group of anglophone parents in the Montreal suburb
ofSt. Lamben to initiate the lirst Ft kinderganen class in 1969, Since Ihat time. Fl has
spread to a wide range oischools in c\'ery province and territory across Canada. In
Sewloundland and Labr.ldor FI programs have been olTered 10 Sludents for well over two
decades.
According to Netten and Spain (1989) the basic assumplion in these programs is
that the subject matter can be learned in French. while at the same time acquiring
competence in the sel:ond langua~e IL~), Inilial research on the outcomes oiFI have
indic:lIed extremely positive results for French language competence I Lambert &
Tucker, 197:: L:unlxn. Tucker & d'.-\njelan. 197~; Swain. 1976: Genesse. 1978: Stem.
\978). \-Iore r«ent research ho\\ever. has moderated :md relined som~ olthese original
findings. As an example. although studentS from FI may demonstr:l.te a greater
communicalive competence in French than those enrolled in Core French programs, lhey
do not nonnally auain a level of native • like lluency in their oral production of the
language ( Lapkin and Swain, 1977; Harley and Swain, 1978: Lepiq. 1980: Pawley. \985;
Pellerin and Hammer1y. 1986: Lyster. 19871. Funhennore. wrilers such as Lyster (\987)
suggest that nalive - like Iluency is not a n:asonable or n:alistic goal 01 f[ programs.
Lyster {19871 explains that -given the anificial envirorunent of Fl. students should not be
expected 10 speak and write as well as their francophone peers. They should, howe\·er. be
expected to communicate with some degree ofaccuracy" (p. 717).
Although the primary goal in L1 teaching in Canada for some time has been to
enable students to communicate using the target language (TL). hislorically L2 teaching
methods have emphasized Ihe acquisition of linguistic structures or vocabulary ( Larsen -
Freeman. \986). Teaching methods popul3rized in Ihe pasl. such as the Grammar-
Translation and lhe Audiolingual \olethods. have nOI explored the possibility o1'nen-
analytical. participatory or e:tpt:riential ways of lan~uage leaming: as a tleliber:l.le te:lching
str:l.tegy ( Stem. 1983). Whereas most past teaching melhods in L2 acquisition have
~mphasized the learning ofcode. today. learning the language through communicative
activities with ~'Tammar taught in context. is of prime importance.
1.1 Bllckground orthe Study
More recent models ofCommunicalive Competence tCC). e.g.• Canale and Swain
(1980), \iew CC as comprising \':uious competencies. e.g.. gr:unmaticai competence.
sociolinguistic com~tence. discourse competence and str:negic com~lence. Each of
these competencies has been the topic of research for various researcher.;.
While early research in the area ofstr.uegic competence (SC) identified and
de\'eloped typologies of communication stralegies tCS) I e.g., Faerch and Kasper. 198Jb:
Corder. 1983: 5avignon. 1983: Tarone. 1983: Kr.unsch. 1984: Willems. 1987). more
rec.em res~ch has anempted to study the relationship between the target language
competence (TL) of U learners (generally adult learners) and their strategic competence.
According to Si-Qing (1990jthe frequency, type and e1Tecliveness ofCS ('mployed by L!
learners vary actording to their proficiency level. Bialystok (19831 states lhat "the best
strategy user.; are Ihose who have adequale formal proliciency in th(' TL and:lCe able 10
mOtJify their str:lIegy selection to account for the nature or the specific concept to be
conveyed" (p. 116). According to C:lIlale (198311e:uners must be encouraged to use CS
and must be gi\'en the opponuniry to use them. Some rese:lrehers claim that CS can be
laughl and as a result a less dTective language learner can become a beller communicalor
(Tarone, 1978; lab:trca and Khanji. 1987).
While several researchers have auempted to study the CS of adults le.g., Tarone.
1983: Paribakht 1985: Faerch and Kasper. 1983);l. sm:1l1 number (e.g.. ~1arrie. 1989:
Gr~. 19911 h;l.ve studied the CS uscU by young F"lieamen. ~[;urie ( 1989) found that
in a Grade Three EFI classroom. more effeclive communicators employed achievement
strategies more often than less effective communicators. Greene (1991) found that
students used fewer CS at the Grade Two level than al the Grade Five level. while both
less successful language learners and more successful language learners used more L2
based stntegies in Grade Five than in Grade Two. In a study involving adolescent
subjects. SlUtge (1990) found that interlingual stralegies were wed more frequenlly lhan
intralingual stralegies by Grade 7. 9 and II core French students.
Little research has been conducted on the L2 communication strategy use of
adolescents with advanced L2 skills. Consequently. the need exists to add 10 the body of
research by studying the CS of high school EFt students.
1.2 Rationale: for the: Study
FI programs. with their emphasis on L2 we and the teaching ofform in contexts.
altempt to develop in sludents a high level ofCC. Most traditional methods ofL2
teaching such as the grammar-translation and audiolingual methods required that students
memorize vocabulary and grammar rules or mimic and memorize short dialogues in order
10 use the L1 correclly and aUlomatically. Although students of these traditional
approaches passed lests, mosl of them did not become functionally bilingual. According
to Si·Qing (1990) however. "linguists and researchers are becoming more interested in
Ihe study of the learning process !.han that of the learning product. in the behaviour of
learners than lhat of the teachers" (pp. 155-156).
Canale and Swain's (1980) model ofCe has helped focus attention on the
importance of the concept of communicati\'e language teaching as well as the control
exercised by the U. learner in learning the TL. While consider.1ble research has been
conducted on various components of Ihe model. particularly grammatical. sociolinguistic
and discourse competencies, only limited empirical resean:h has been conducted on
strategic competence, Si· Qing adds that "the study of communication strategies (CS) can
be considereO a result of these shifts in emphasis as it reveals not only Ieamers'
psychological processes of target language (TL) communication. but also indicat~ Iheir
level ofCC" (p. 156),
1.3 Purpose of the StUdy
Although many researchers have investigated the CS use ofadull U. learners.
very few have studieO the types ofstrategies employed by adolescent U. leamers. In
Newfoundland and Labrador. some rttent studies have investigated the C5s employed by
younger leamers, Marrie (1989) and Grenle (\991) have examined the C5s of the
younger EFt student while 5turge (199O) has studied the C5 use of the adolescent core
French student.The present study proposes 10 identify the C5s ofEFI students who are
compleling their final yeo.r Of the EFI program. i.e.. the older adolescent with advanced
L2 abilities.
The specific purposes of lhis study are to determine:
whether mere are difTerences between the types ofCS employed by efTcclive
languo.ge leo.mers and less elTeclive language leamers in Grade 12 EFI; and
whether there is a difference in th~ pattern ofstrale~y use between the!Wo types
of learners.
1.4 Signifiuoet of the Study
The proposed research in lhe area ofCS use is significant in lhat it will examine
the strategy types employed by the adolescent learner wilh advanced language skills. The
study will contribute to the body of knowledge and research being cOUTied out in CS use.
namely lhe domain of strategic competence. Also. perhaps by analysing lhe CSs
employed by effective language learners ofEFI in their final year of high school. U
educators may gain potential insights into ways to integrate the teaching of these CS with
the delivery of the FI curriculum. thereby aiding the less effective language learner.
1.5 Limitations of the Study
When designing a study. it is impona.rn to consider any factors which may pose
threats to the external and internal validity of the study. Limitations in interpreting the
results of the study include:
I. the teSemh sample is small. hence the results of the study may not be
generalizable to all Grade 12 EFt students;
.:!. since only Grade 12 students panicipated in the investigation. the results of the
study may not be generalizable to olher grade levels;
3. since students involved in this study were in their final year of an EFl program.
lhe results of the study may not be generalizable to students in olher L2
programs. e.g.. lale French Immersion:
~. since different researchers may classify certain CS ditTerenlly, the study has an
element of subjectivity:
5. only verbal CS are being considered in this study and the results may not be
generalizable to the use of other strategy types:
6. this sludy employs studenl intervit\\'s as the data colleclion procedure; olher
data collection procedures might produce differenl results: and
7. the researcher developed the questions used in this interview: other [)'pes of
questions may yield differenl results.
1.6 DefinitiOD ofTerms
The definition of certain trons are necessary to further clarify their use in this
study.
Ll: A symbol used to refer to native language. mother tongue or primary language.
L2: A symbol used to refer to a language learned after the basics oflhe LI has been
acquired; larget language.
EffeCljvc I ., le~rorr,: For the purpose oflhis study, effective L2 learners reiers to those
students from the Early French Immersion program in Level Three who oblained the
highest scores on the interview using the criteria outlined in the FrCnCh I'M Oml
MSljog' A Manna! fnr fDlCO'iovrrs (1986).
I rss em:rtjvc ["t Icarom: For the purpose oflhis study, less effective 12 learners refers
to those students from the Early French Immersion program in level Three who oblained
the lowest scores on the ime""iew using the crheria outlined in the FTf1lcb 'PM Ora]
TCS1jne' A Manual [or IntCryjcwm 11986}.
I 1 based stratcgy: Types of strategies in which the le3rTler makes use of the L I in
communication; interlingual strategies.
I 2 bascd stratCi}': Types of strategies in which the le3rTler makes use of the L2 in
communication; inmlingual strategies.
ll: .o\n abbreviation used to refer to interlanguage
1.7 0r'lUintiOD or tb~ Report
The report will be organiZed as follows. Chapter Two will review the current
literature related to communicative competence. strategic competence. communication
strategies and the oral inter\'iew. Chapter Three will describe the methodology used in
the study and discuss the type ofstud~, the design of the study, the sample. the
instrument and the rese:uch questions in\·esligated. Chapter Four will present the results





The history of second language teaching includes several dilTerent types of
methods and approaches that have been tried and tested by second language teachers in
search of the most elTective way of teaching and learning a second language. Hammerly
119821 states:
We can detine a second lan~uage ml:thoJ as a set of procedures and
lechniques that agree with basic assumptions about the nature of
language and the pUfi)ose and process ot" second language learning.
that deal with such malters as selection and gradation of second
language rules and dements. the presemation oftcaching malerials
and the nature ot" practice. and Ihat aim at Ihe developmenl of
lingUistic. commuRlcative and cullural competence Ip.2IS).
One of the earliest and best known methlX!s of second langU3ge teaching is the
Tradilional or Grammar· Tr.tllslation \1etllod. which became most popular during the
nmeteenth cenlury in Germany. According 10 Larsen - Freeman t 1980) this methlX! was
orilj.nally used for the purpose ofheiping sludenls read 3nd apprecIate [oreign language
literature..\s a result. it was believed that this .:xposure 10 a loreign language would
allow studenls to become better writers and speakers of their nati\-e language..-\s staled
in Hammerly (1982\ this method is basel! on the lollowing assumptions:
I. lhatthe language is primarily graphic:
_. that the main purpose of second language study is either as a tool for literary
research <lr ior the development of the I.:arner·s logical powers: and
10
J. that the process ofs«ond languag.e leamlng must be deductive and must be
carried out with constant reierenct: tl) the nalive langua~e ..:>fthe learner.
Hammerly 119821 also purpons that while ~radualesofGrammar.Tr:mslation programs
have a cogniti\"c knowledge about the language. they lack a perfonnative knowledge of
how to use it. Therefore. students possess little ability to communicate in the second
l:mguage.
Stem t 19S31 sta,1!S thai the Direct \telhod was developed because at discontent
with the Grammar-Tr;Jnslal;on .\t.:lhl>li.
The Direct .\·lethod is characterized. above all bv the USI: of the TL as
a means ofinsuuction and communication in th~ language cl3SSfOOm.
and by the avoidance of the use of the first language and of
translation as a lel:hnique (Stem. 1983. p. .156).
H:lmmerly 1198~l contends that success with the Direct .\1ethod is possibl~ with a skilful
teacher ano plenty of time. neither of which is normally pr~sent.
.\n aO:lplalion or the Direct :-.tethod. known 01S the Reading Method. was
developed which focused on re;)ding comprehension. Accordin~ to Hammedy (1982):
...Ihe RC3lIing \lelhol.! did nol allow the use of nali\·c language. One
oithe chanclerislics "as the careful gradin!!',; oi \"Ixabulary. with
new leXIcal items being pr(S('nted in the contellt 01 numerous known
words. This method se~ms 10 have been moderald... successful in
attaining its single goal of reading proticiency (po 229).
The Audio· Lingual Method became popular during World War H. when people
were requimi to learn toreign languages quickly tor military purposes. According to
Brown t 1987) the Audio - Lin~ual \lethod It:1s several distincti\'e char.1cterislics: use of
11
J;a[o~ues to present new mat~nJ.l: Jepemknce on mimicry. pallem drills and ovcr-
learning; :muctures t3u~ht une 3.1 3 lime: grammar taught inductively: \"ocabulary
restriCled: use oflang:uage laboratories: primacy ofaudiolingual skills: limited usc ofll:
immcdi.l.lc reinforcement and production of error-free utterances. Although some
leamers developed high proficiency levels as a result of their participation in the
Audiolingual ;vtelhod. it be1:ame obvious the memorized dialogue did not (oster free
communication situations. Consequently_ the idea ofle:uning: a \;1flguage through habit
lonnarion ~gan 10 be "lUdotlOned. According to Larsen - Frttman \19861:
Language learningd~ not take place throu~ mimicry: since IXOple
C:ln create utterances they have never heard before. they theretore
cannol leam a language simply by repeating what they hc3l' spoken
around them. Language acquisition must be a procedure whereby
people usc their own thinking processes or cognition to discover the
rules of the l;mguage they:ue acquiring (p. 511.
As a r~sull of the Jisappoimmem expenenc~ wilh Ihe Audiolinlfual ~·telhod the
Cogmtive Approach becoune popular in the sixties IHammerly. 1982). :\ccording to
Carroll {1966\. the cognilive code· learning theory. which stresses conscious control of
patterns throu~ sludy and analysis. constitutes a modified up-Io-dme grammar •
transl:1tion theory. Hounmerly ll9811 rt'ports:
The COlfIlilive Approach is the second language teaching approach
most directly influenced by generative· transformational grammar.
.\s a result. its procedures emphasize certain things al the \\lfong time
and fail to emphasize certain things that should be emphasized (p.
1391.
During the 1980's the Communicative Approach. with ils emptusis on function
as well as form was popularized. This method is based on the principle that language is
12
lor communic:uion. .-\ccordin~ 10 lo\"o:kss and Slurge 1199011he ultimate goal 01 many
second language 1L:~1 programs is 10 develop students' ability to commUnicate accurately.
fluently and autonomously. larsen-Freeman (1986) Slates:
Adherents of the Communicative Approach acknowledge thaI
Slructures and \'ocabul3l)' :Ire important. However, they teel that
preparalion for communication will be inadequate if only these are
13ught. StudentS may know the rules of language usage but will be
unable to use the language I p.l13 l,
The Communicative Approach allows students 10 participate in:
communiCali\'c xtivUies thoU provide students with the opportunity
[0 use French In realistic and meanin'o!.iul situations. Such activities
~uirt slUdems to create utterances in accordance with their ne.Ns
and their interpretatIon of a situation t Department of EJucallon.
1985.p.6).
2.2 Communicalion
A Communlc:ni,-e Approach to L! te:Jching: and leamin~ is mtend¢\\ to facilitate
kamen' ability to communic:.lIe in the TL.larsen·Freeman (1980) views communication
process where students have 10 apply the knowledge of target
langua~e timns. me:mings. and functions in negotiating meaning. 11
is through the interaclion between speaker and listener ( or a reader
and wriler I thai meaning becomes clearl p. 123).
According to Savignon (1983) communication is a continuous process of expression.
interpretation and negotiation. Communication has also been detined as an exchange of
iofoomuion berween 31 leasltwo people I Department of Educ':l.lion. 1985). Breen and
Candlin (1980), as Cited in Canale lI983). provide 3 detailed description of
13
communication by stating that communication:
tal is 3 ionn of social interaction and lh~rore IS nonnally acquired
and. is used in social inl~clion;
tb) invoh"es a hi~ degree of unpredictability and creali ....ity in fonn
and mo:ssage:
(e) takes place in discourse and sociocultural contexts which provide
constraints on appropri31C language: use and allows clues :;IS 10 correct
interpretation of unerances:
(d) is c:lJTic:d out under limiting conditions psychological and other
limiting conditions such as memory constraints. fatigue and
distractions:
Ie) always has a purpose ( for example (0 esl3bllsh social relations. to
persuade or to promisel:
Ifl invo!\"es auth~ntic as opposed to contrived language: and
(g) is judged as successful or not on the basis of actual outcomes
(pp.3-4 ).
Dulay. Bun ~ml Kr:1shen (1981) distinguish three Iypes of communication in
\..-hi..:h I.:amers p:u1.icipate:
I. one-way communication. i.¢.. wherclly In¢ learner listens 10 or reads me TL
but dOl:S not respond. The communic:lIion is one-way lowards the learner. Listening to
speeches and radio programs~ .::<amples of one-way communication:
~. restncted two-way communication. i..:.. whereby the kamer responds orally 10
someone. but the learner d~s nOI use Ihe TL. The response may be in the leamer"s !irst
language (lIlor some other non-v¢rbal Tl and may include a non-n:::rbal response such
:lS nodding;
3. full two-way communication. i.e. whereby Ine leamer speaks in the Tt. acting
as both recipient and sender of verbal messages.
According to Dulay. Bun and Krashen (1981):
This threefold distinction is imponant because each has its place in
Ixilitating L1 acquisition. \Iost of the available empirical n:searth
emphasizes the benefits of allowing one-way communication and
restricted two-way communication during the early pans of the
learning process and waiting until the student is ready to produce the
TL before insisling on the rull two-way communication ( pp.10-11).
2.3 Communicative Competence
Chomsky's (1965) Transfonnational Grammar Theory distinguiShed between
linguistic competence and perfonnance. with competence do:tined as internalized
knowlclge about a langua~e and perlormance as tho: usc to which that knowledge is put.
Hym.:s 119711. \\ho comed the term eommunicati\'e comp.:tence ICC), took issue
with the formulation of linguistic competence as proposed by Chomsky. Savignon
11983) explains:
Hymes looks at the real speaker· listener in that I~;:ttun: of language
which Chomsky takes into account: socIal interaction. \-tuch of what
tor Chomsky I~ extraneous to a theo~' of linguistic competence and
relegated to a theory ofpertormance or language use. is. lor Hymes.
an mtegml panofa theoryofCC I p.11 ).
According to Hymes 119711therea.re fourpar.uneten to the systems of rules that underlie
eommunicatin~ behaviour:
1. whether ( and to what extent) something IS lonnally possible:
1. whether ( and to what extent) something is feasible:
3. whether ( and to what extent) something is appropriate tadequate,
happy. successful) in relation to a conte.'(t in which it is used and
evaluated:
4. whether t and 10 what extent) something is in txt done. actually
performed. and what ils doing entails ( p. 11 ).
Sa\'ignon (1983l explains that included in Hymes' COncepl ofcompetence is both tacit
k.nowled~e and ability for use.
." that is. knowledge of each of the parameters listed above is only :l
pan or' Cc. Ability for use also relates to all tour parameters and
includes noncolffiitive factors such as motivation. 3uitude. and
general interact~nal competence. that is. composure. murage and
sponsmanship, People vary In their knowledge :tnd ability to use Utat
knowledge (p.I:!).
~OUIY writers h3ve attempted to delineate the essential char::lcterisllcs orcc.
COUIaie and Swain (1980) propose a theoretical framework for CC which includes four
competencies:
I. grammatical compell~nce. i,e, the mastery of the linguistic code which
includes f~tures and rules of Ihe l3nguage such as \'ocabulary. word anJ sentence
lomulion. pronunciation. spelling 300 linguistic semiUllics:
2, sociolinguistic competence. i,e,. the extenllO which utterances are produced
:md understood appropri3te1:-' in Jifferent :;ociolin~uislic contexts:
3, discourse competence. llr mastery Orhll\~ 10 combine grammaucallonns 3nu
me3nings ICI achieve a unilied spoken or wrillen text in ditTerent genres: and
-l, str.lIegic competence. use of verbal and non·\'erbal communication strategies
thai may be called into action la) to compensale for communic':lIion breakdown due to
limiting conditions in actual communication or 10 insufficient competence in one or more
3reas ofCC Clr \bjto enhance the etTecti\'eness of communication.
According to LittlewooJ tl9S11liJurbroadJomains make up a person's Cc.
First of all. the learner musl altain as high a de~ as possible of linguistie competence.
i.e.• helshe must develop skill in manipUlating the linguistic syslem. to the point where
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he:shc can U~ it sponl~eouslyand Hexibly in order 10 <::tpress his:he-r intended mess3ge.
S«ondly. the learner must Jistinguish between the forms which have been maslc~ as
part of hisfiler linguistic competence. and the communicative functions they perform. In
other words. items mastered as part of a linguistic system must also be understood as part
of a communicative system. Thirdly, the learner must develop skills and strategies for
using language 10 communicate meanings as effectively as possible in concrete situations.
He'She muslleam to UR f~edback to judge success. and ifnecessary. remedy failure by
using different language. Finally. the learner must become aware oithe social meanings
of13nguage forms. For many learners. this may not cntailthe ability to ~'ary their own
speech to suit different social circumstances. but rather the ability 10 use ~enerally
acceplable forms and avoid potentially otTensive ones.
Stem {1983} has funher characterized CC in a L2 as:
I. the intuitive maslery 01 the limns 01 the lan~u.age;
_. die intuitive mastery olthe linguistic. cognitive. afTective and sociocultural
me.mings expressed by langua!!e iorms:
3. die capacity to use the language \..·ith ma.'\imum attention 10 meaning and
minimum attention to form: and
~. the crealivity of language usc.
According to Savignon tl9831 CC is the expression. interpretation and negotiating
01 meaning involving IWO or more persons or between one person and an 01"31 or written
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CC is best Sttn as 3 set of scripts or schemata. or ritu3.1 inlerchan~es.
plus indi\"idual differences in terms of proliciency as realized in
fluency. style and creativity, and dtmlonstr:l.ted in 0i.11 amI writing
performance or indeed listening and reading differences: after all.
native spe:lkcrs JitTer dramatically in their listening and speaking
skillsl p.lbS).
Davies further explains that CC can be defined as Ihe use of language rules which is in
pan knowledge oiritual interchanges and in pan control of fluency.
As stated in .-\rchibald and libbcn 11995). Bachman (\99O). proposed a mood of
cc that expands on the work o(Carule and Swain (1980). His modd. while stili
acknowledginglhat ilsing a language communicatively invoh'cs both knowledge and the
ability to implement il. recognizes CC as comprised of language competence. strategic
competence and psychophysiological mechanisms. According to Bachman (1990)
langua~~ l.:omp~t~nce has to Jo wllh th~ linguistic knowkJ!;;e and abilities Ihat underlie
proliciency. Lan!!ua!!~ competence is subdivid«t into organizational competence. i.~..
the knowlcd~e and ability that relale to the sInlctural aspects of language. textual
competence and pragmatic compelence. i.e.. the factors that make an uuerance acceptable
in some situations and not others. Stralegic competence refers to Ihe slr:llegies one brings
into play to maximize the efficacy of one's communication and in\"ol\'es both
communication str:l.tegi~s and leaming strategies. Finally. Bachman (1990) stales that the
last component of his mood oree. psychophysiological mechanisms. dictates that
communicali\"ely compelenlleamers must nave the necessary physical equipment to
perform Ihe I3Sks. They must have certain neurologicaJ. auditory, and articulalory
IS
abilities in on.kr to lunction.
2.-. Strategic Competence
Within Canale and Swain's (\980) theory of CC. the component known as
stt"3tcgic competence ISC} has been funher defined by :1 number ofwrilers. According to
Canale and Swain (1980) SC is the ability 10 repair or to compensate for brttkdowns in
communic:llion for the purposes O! enhancing communication. Canale (19831 explains:
SC is composed of mastery ofvcrbal and non·verbal communic;uion
strategies {CS1 that may be called into action for two main reasons:
lOll to compens:ue lor brc:J.kdowns In communic:uian due to limiting
conditions in actual communic:uion I e.g.. momentary inability to
recall an idoor ~maticallormlor 10 insullicient competence in
one or more l)f the other ;lfe:lS of CC and (bl to enhance the
elTecti\'cness of communication le.g.. deliberatelY' slow and soft
speech lor metoric;!1 etTecti (PP. 10·111.
Tarone and Yule (19891, while acknowledging that our knowledge aboutlhe SC
of L2 h:am~rs is still incompl~t~. state'
Mastery of strategic skills in a language entails !he abilitY' to Iransmit
infom\ation to a listener and correctlY' interpret infonnation received.
and includes !he mastery ofCS. used 10 deal with problems which
maY' arise: in the transnussion ofinfonnation. SC, then. has to do \\;th
the abilitY' to successtullY' get one's ffil:S53ge across to par1icular
listeners l p.lOlt
The authors contend that two broad areas relate to SC:
I. the over::l.lI skill of a [earner in successfullY' transmitting infonnation to a
listener. or interpreting inlonn:uion tr:msmined: and
1. the use ofCS bY' a speaker or listener when problems arise: in the process of
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transmitting lnlormalloJn.
According to Bachman t 19'Xl1. as Slated in ,\rchibaIJ and Llb~n (19%). SC
includes the skills of CS and le3fTling strategies in his model of Cc. CS are used by the
leamer 10 deal with gaps in his or her knowledge as they occur in convcrsalion and are
designed to avoid communication breakdown. while learning strategies are designed to
fillthosc knowledg.e gaps permanently. to change the com~lence of the leamer.
Si • Qing (l990l su~g.ests thaI leamers are bound to meet situations that require a
certain 1c\'('[ arce for d.:-.lling \\llh situations lor which they arc linguistically
inadequately prepared. Hence: "One can dc\'clop kamel'S' CC by building up their SC.
that is. their ability to use CS that allow them to cope with \";;l.rl0US communic:l.livc
probkms they mlght encoul\td' (p.1561.
Since SC is incorpor,lled in a gener:l.l model orce. some researchers have
tix:ussed attention on the nalUre ofCS and their use. Thus. ..Iue 10 increa.setJ interesl in
CS.lhere appears 10 be a growm~ body of research in thislield I Varadi 11)73: T;lJ'One
1978. ICJ79: Galvan and C.1mpbdl 19;8: Faerc:h and Kaspa- 1980: Labma and Kanji
19Sb: Panbakhl 1985: Willems 1987: Si· Qing 1990: Heben 19901.
2.5 Communication Strategies
The hislory of the studyufCS dates back to Selinker"s t 19n1 work on
interl:mgua~e. in whi..:h he accounted for some of the learners' errors as a by - product of
'0
[helT 3t1empl to <:xpress mQl\in~ in spontaneous speech wilh [heir limited compl:[~nce in
the TL system I Paribakhl. IlJ8S). Since then. there has been much interest in the types of
CS anployed by language learners. Writers such 3S Var.udi (\973) note:
L:! errors may arise either inadvertently or deliberately. In the case
afme former. they are the result of production stralegies and renee!
the transitional stale of the leamer's 12 knowledge. In the case of the
lauer. they are the result orcs [hat reduce or replace some element
of meaning or ronn in the inilia! plan I p,lS I J.
Faerch and Kas~r t 1983) define ('$ as polemially conscious plans for solving
wttalLO an individual presenlS I\selfas a problem in reaching a p:ll'ticular communicative
goal. Ellis (1985) adds lhat F:lcrch and Kasper 11980, reco!Plizc [he ditTiculty of
deeiding empirically whelher a sirategy is conscious or otherwise. hence. the phrase
"polemially conscious", In lhis \'ein. Ellis (1985) sees CS as conscious and problem
\lriented :md uelines lhem as "psycholinguistic plans which ltxist as pan oithe language
user's Cc. They are potentially conscious and serve as substitutes tor produclion plans
which the leamer is unable 10 implement"· (p, 1821, Similarly. Reiss t 1986) concludes thai
a strategy is a conscious approacn used by an individual to facilitate lemllng.
On Ihe\llher hand. Con!er\1983l.:IS Clled in ~lttten and ~Iarrie t 1991). views CS
as a systematic tltchnil.lult employed by a speaker when faceU with some difficulty.
Stem t 1983) views CS as geneiJ.1 tendencies or overall characteristics of lne
approach employed by the language learner to convey a message.
Tarone t 19811 describes conditions in Ihe act of communication which may
necessitate the use oiCS.
CS occur when the speaker is nol able 10 .:ommunicate his uriginal
communicauvc go:a11he way he plann¢.\ to. and is so forcoo. to reduce
the goal or to locate altemati"'e means to e~press II. CS are Ihe result
of a faIlure to implement:l production plan (p. ~90).
Meanwhile. T:lrone and Yule (1989) st:ue that CS are used by speaken when the
following conditions occur:
I. a speaker desires to communicate a me:ming.r to a listener: and
1. the speaker believes the language fonn he or she wants to use to
communicate meaning:r cannot be produced: and
3. the speaker o:hooses 10:
(a) avoid ( not attempt to communicate meaning xl. or
(b) anempt alternate means to communicate meaning x such as mime.
word coinage. circumlocution. elc.IThe speaker stOpS trying
alternatives when il seems to him or her there is shared meaning (p
10·.1).
According 10 Bialystok (1990). although different in detail. most definilions orcs
con"'erge on three leatUrtS: problematicity. consciousness, and intentionality.
2.5.1 TypolOlies orCommuoiC2tion Str:ttegies
Besides de lining CS. a number of researchers l e.g.. Faerch and Kas~..r. 1983:
Corder. 1983: Sa,,·ignon. 1983: T:lrone. 1983: Kramsch. 198~: and Willems. 1987) have
developed typologIes oJfCS. Tarone':i ll9i8ltypolog.y orcs includes the follo·.'!!ng
o:ategoriesofstr.1tegies:
III Paraphrase:
tal Approximation. The leamer uses a single TL vocabulary struclure
which helshe knows is not correcl. but shares enoue.h semantic features
with the desired item to satisfy the speaker. -
ibl Word Coinage. The leamer invenls a new word in order to
communicate a desired message.
lcl Circumlocution. The learner describes the properties orthe object or
action inste::ad of using me appropriate TL within the ilem or strUcture.
1~1 Tr.msfer:
(a) lll~ral Trans13tion. Th~ k3mertransl3tes word t',)r \\ord from th~ Tl.
lbllanguage Swilch. Th~ 1~:uTler uses Ih~ n3ti"e 13nguage lIem withoul
oolhenng 10 lranslate.
OJ Appeals tor Assistance: This strategy includes asking for the COITeCI ilem.
(4) Mimes: The leamer's use of non - verbal stralegies in place ofa Ic:\ical ilcm
or action.
(5) A\'oidance:
(a) Topic Avoidance. The learner simply tries nOllO talk about a concept
for which Ihe TL ilem or strUCture is not known.
lb) Message Abandonment. The leam~r begins to 131k aboul :l concept bUI
IS unable 10 cominue 3I\d SlOpS in mid· uuerance lp. ~86).
Faerch and Kasper 119SJl propose a sImilar typology of CS, but [hey runher sub·
c:llegorize CS imo reduction and achievement stralegies. Reduc!lon strategies occur
when the spc:1ker musl m1uce hiS/her communic:llive goal 3S a result of not being able to
handle the communicative task. Achi~vemem slrategies occur. however. wh~n the leamer
attempts to solve the problem. The lollowing is an ovel"\'iew orcs typology proposed by
Faerth and Kasper (I9S0):
Fompl RrducrjoQ SJ[;llrgirs
learner communicates by means
ofa reduced system in order 10








leamer reduc~ hlSo-her communic:ui\'e






















It) ~on - Linguistic Strategies
Retrie·..al Stratcg;ics
\Villcms (1987) has proposed thc lollowing typology ofCS:
,.
Strategies :lleamer uses to reduce his communicative goal in order to
avoid a problem:
A. \1espge -\h'mdonmen'
TheI~ scops in mid-utterance when he/she feels helshe cannot
continue.
B. Topic :\YQjdance
The leamer refuses to talk about a specific topic.




The learner uses a nali\"c language word with a 1I
pronunciatlon.
liil~
The learner uses a word from the II \\"ith L2 pronunciation.
tiiill j!(QI TClDS1g1jQO
The l~er tr.mslates word for word from the native
B.~ICs.:o(l21
li)~
The learner makes up a new word in order to communicate a
do::siredconco::pt.
liil~
The karner uses a Tl vocabulary item or SUUClure wttich he
knows IS not .:orrecl. but shares ~ug:h s.:manuc fe:ltures with what IS needed to satisfy
the IislI:ner.
liii)~
The leamer describes the characteristics ot" the I>bject instead ot"
using the :lppropriate language ilem. (t may include:





The learner ne«is sl>me more time to retrie\"o:: a term \H structure
which he. she knows is there bUI which is 001 easily available 10 hif1\lher.
til~
,.
Selling Up:.l new speech plan when the original one
fails.
Iii) ~ppc* ,Or ""ssisJ;)ncr
Asking for the correct lerm.
2.5.2 Research on Communic:uioo Strategies
.-\ccording 10 Ellis l1985) lheoretical discussion orcs has predominated over
empirical research into their use. It appe:1t'!i however. that empirical resc:lrch in the lield
\lfeS is indeeJ growing. \Iuch olthe rt.'Ccnt research in the area orCS emphasizes the
notion that the types ot'CS employed by a language !e:1rTler when trying 10 convey a
mess3ge may be relat«i to IIle proliciency !l:\'e! ot' the language leamer t e.g.. pmbakht.
1985). Bialystok: 119831 Slates that more proficient Imguagc learners tend to use more U.
baseti str:llegi~ and I~wer II bas~ slrali:gies.
\kanwhile. T:.\fone (\C)7i\ nOled that the less able students whom she
investigated prcterred reduction to achievement strategies. Similarly" Ellis 11985) found
that one of Ihe k:uners In his study OPlo::d for reduclion • Iype behaviour in Ihe e;u-lier
stages but increasingly turned 10 3Chie\·emenl . Iype beha\"iour as he progressed in his
language le:uning.
According to Labarca and Khanji 119861 inslTUction in strategic interaction helped
adult le:uners become more effeclive in their conversation with interviewers and gave
them gre:1to::r communicative conlidence.
"
In the: pronn("~ of:\ewloundland :md Labr:loor. s('\"cral stuJies h3\"(' invesligatcl
the CS emplo~eJ b~ EFI and Core French siudenis in some schools. As an (')Camplc.
Mame (19891. using picture description to dicit sp«ch samples. siudied Ihe CS often
grade three scudenls trom an EFt classroom. She lound thai etTective communicators
employed achievement strategies more onen man the less - effeclive communicators.
while Ihe less· elTecll\"c communicalOrs used abandorunem sll"3tegies more \lllen than the
ctTccltve communicators. Greene t 1991) conducted::l. siudy orthe CS 01 cight children.
using picture description as 3n elicitation 1001. from one class in 3. 51. John'5 school.
Spo:ech sanlpks wl:re colkctcd at Iho: end of gr.1d<: tWO and again al the end ofgrade live.
In this study. ~tudents usoo (ewer CS at the grade 1\\'0 level than ~H the grade live level.
The less· successlull:mguage k:uners (llL I and the success(ullangua~e learners tSll)
used more L:!. based strategies in grade five than in grade two. (nterestingly. she found
thai within eath ':;;l.le~oryOICS. all althe LlL's increased their uS;;l.ge afimralingual
sU''3tegles bel\\een grade IWO .1Od gr.:ll.k tive. whLle \:Inly t\\'o. lltthe four Sll's increa5l:d
their usa~e ofth~ slrate~y typ.~s.
Sturge t 19901. while sludying the CS employed by Core French Studems in
gr::tdes se\'en. nine. and eleven. during or;;l.l interviews. lound that inter1in~ual strategies
were used more frequently Ih;;l.n intr:llingual strategies with borrowing being the most
(requem str:ltegy type being used. The ~rade eleven subjects employed more str:llegies in
their interlanguage communication than subjects in grades se....en and nine. Also. the
grade eleven students used retrieval more allen than the other f\\'0 ~ups.
2.6Inttrl:lnguage
The term inll~rlanguage {Ill. first used by Selinker 119721. was defined as a
unique. dynamic linguistic system ( rather than a defective fonn ofr.he Tl ,resulting
from the regular application of hypotheses. rules and strategies. Ellis (1985) explains that
various researchers ha\'~ us.:d alternative terms to describe the same phenomenon. e.g..
~emser (1971)'refers to approximative syslems, where lhe II is seen as the starting point
and increasingly comes to resemble the fonns used by native speak~rs of the U. while
Corder 11975. 1985) comends that the staning point is not Ihe II at all but rather 3
simplilied coJe. a basic and perhaps universal grammar common to all language
development. P:uibakht (1(85) states thaI sinc~ the nodon of Il grew oU[ of the analysis
of learners' errors. much oflhe rtSCarch on IllOcusscd on the learners' errors:lS an overt
ch:lr.lcteristic ofthdr IL Hence. mosl ollhe research focussed on the surface fonn oithe
Il and did nol consider olh~r. more global aspectS olthe IL Cllcder 119671 as stated in
Ellis \19851. sugg.:ste.J that both II and l~ learners make errors en unler to test OUI
certain hypotheses aboullhe nature of the lan~uage they are learning. This making of
errors in Corder's view was a stralegy. Selinker t19721. however. \'iews Il as the
learners' evoh'ing syslem of language. intermediate belween the II and lhe 12 and
suggested Ihe principal processes which operated in ll:
I. language !Cansler:
_. overgener.llization oiTl rules:
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3. lr.1nsti:roltr3.lnlng;
.t. strategies of L2 leaming:
5. strategies oft:! communication.
Savignon l1983) belicves that these different views oftL are useful in analysing the
nature ofleamer errors and establishing criteria for evaluating leamer proficiency.
Therefore, any discussion ofCS would be incomplete withaUl considering the notion 01
fL.
2.1 'Ie:uuring Proficienc~:
According 10 Sa\'ignon (1983) proficiency testin!! is "any tesllhat is based on a
theory Oltho: abilities required to use language" (p. 3081. Clark (1972) Slales that a
protidency test is not based solely on course material and does not "attempt to provide
inlonn:lllon aboullhc studem's achie\"emenl in a given course ofinslruclion. The idea is
to me3Sure his-her :1bilily 10 use the language for real·lili: purposes" (p.5l.
Consequemly. various reseuchers have propo~ ~uidelines for the tonnulation of
omlteslS which ultim3tdy measure proticiency te.~.. Howard. 1980: Wesche.
198\ :Toohey. 1984: ~ewh3m. 19891. According to :"ioonan 1\991)) "in 3n integr.lIive
oral tesl. then. the ability to keep the message going in the face oflin!!uislic limitations is
what is to be ultimately measured" ( p. .-2).
The .-\merican Council on Teaching of Foreign Lmguages (ACTFll and the
Educ:lIion::al Te5ling Service are recognizetl for their inte~t in proliciency tcsting and
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ha\<: produc~J proliclency ~ulJdines lor Ihe lour skills: readin~. \\·n1in~. lislening: and
speaking.
Bachman t 1986) purpOrts that the ACTFL Orat Proficiency Interview tOP!) has
been shown to be a useful proficiency measure in that ··Il it would provide a standard for
defining and me3Suring language proficiency that would be inde~ndent of specific
languages. COnleXls. and t.!om:l.Lns of discourse: and 11 sco~ from th~ texts would be
comparable across different languages and conte:ns" (p. j80). Bachman 119861 when
evaluating Ihe ..\CTFL OPt achieved ...·alid and reliable scores In all components ofCC
except SC. while Flynn ( 199\ • demonstrated thai the oral interview procedu~ yields
valid and reliable global scores for that student population lie.. senior high school
studentsl. A study ot ~J I tirsl year s!U(J(:nts Jt Brigham Young Cni\'ersity conducted by
~leredith (1990) showed that Ihe OPI is a feasible tool 10 be used in tesling beginning
lan~ua~ecou~ Jt the uni\",:rsity level while Henning 119921. when testing 59leamers
of English and bO le:uners of French at the universilY level. also round the r.lling: scale of
the OPI to be an appropriate 1001.
Some researchers however. !u,'e queslioned the '"alidity Of ural prOficiency
tcsting. For e:tamp],:. l:lmolfand Frawley (1985) contend "there is at present. no unitorm
llr widely agreed-upon theoretical slructure 10 guide tile development ot'lesting
procedures intended 10 measure SC objeclively" (p. 338). Day. Shapson and O'Shea
(1987), when using the OPI. achieved \"alid results in only one Mthe tourcomp<menls of
cc.
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Th~ pro\"1n~c:: lllS,:wloumllanJ and Labr:lJor has OO\\-.:n:r. adilplalan int<:r\·l':\\
tool to m.:3SU~ the \lr:ll prolici~ncy ofhi~h school core F~nch stud~nts. The interview is
based on the ~ew Brunswick Department ofEduc:ttion Assessment of Oral Proticiency
that tests overall oral proficiency as opposed 10 individual components. which is in tum
based on Ihe OPI developed by the ACTFL. The interview was !irsl used in
,"ell foundland in 198b.md presl!l\tly cl,)mpris~ 25"<) oflhe total mark lor students
completing Frmch 3200.
While Ihe intc:n.·lew IS a componem in the evaluation 01 core French siudents, il
can slill be used 10 assess Ihe speech of EFt siudents. as the goal oilhe tWQ programs is to
enable l2 studenlS to achieve a level of l2 proficiency. Funhermore. this instrument has
been used etTectively by \·arious researchers ( e.g..Thomas. 1995 ; Tapp. 1995 : Dean.
1996) to elicit speech samples IOf \'anous types ofrc:search.
2.7,1 ProlicieDcy
The history ofL:: te:aching clt:".lfly il1uslr.ltes that the:re IS Iinle: consistency in
\ktenninin!:!: \\hat constitutes proficiency m alan~uage. At one tim.:. gramm':lIical
accuracy appeared to be the goal. while: in recent years. the emphasis is placed on the
ability to communic:lIe the message. According to Toohey 119S·H ·'the language teacher.
as well as the 1:J.nguage tesler. has com.: 10 see language profici.:ncy as something broader
than ffi:l5tery over a limiled s.:t of structural items" t p. 3891. C:lnale and SW3in 119831
\·ie\\ proliciencY:l5 CC while Slem I19S31 detines proliciency as a goal which C:1n be
det~nnined in fenns 01 llbj~fi\'es and sum.l3fds. According to Lisk.in-Gasp3lTO t 198-l)
oral proticiency IS 'lhe abilily 10 function clTecti\"ely in the language in re:l.l-life
contexts" (p. 12). Stem (19901 interprets proficiency as an important aspect ofCC 3Ild
concludes mat a student is proficient if hClshe ex.hibits:
l. me intuitive masteryoflhe formsorthe language.
1. Ihe intuitive mastery of the linguistic. cognitive. affective and
socia-culluml meanings. expressed by the language forms.
3. the capacity to use the language with maximum altenlion to
communication and minimum attention to form. and
·t the crealivity l,)f language use Ip. 3~1.
CHAPTER THREE
\<IETHODOLOGY OF THE STL'DY
3.1 Introduction
This chapter presems a discussion oflh~ Iype and design oflhe stud~. Ihe sample.
data collection procedures and daia analysis. The chapter concludes with the research
queslions investigaled in the study.
3.2 Type of Study
Acconiing (0 Helmslader t \970) a study Ihal purpons to e5lablish normalive
means nee~s the descnplive approach. Since thIs study e:X:lffiines the CS used in speech
s:lffiples ot'GraJ~ Twdve EF! studems. il derives lrom the qualitative tradition in that the
dala collected is in words. Since the CS descriptions are based on sp«i tic categories. the
findings are e:\pected to be reliable and \'alid, Despite the loregoinjJ. howe\·er. it is
acknowledgeJ that qualitati\'e research does invoh'e an clemen! of personal judgement.
3.3 Design of Ibe Siudy
The study employed student interviews as the data colleclion inslrumenl.!ike lhal
conducted by Sturge 119901. The investigalion e:\amined the frequency and types ofCS
used by Grade Twel\'e HI students in a :\ewloundland school. Based on a typology of
CS developed by Willems t I'lSil. the study. like studies conducted by Sturge (1990) and
Greene (\9911. invesligated su.llejJY use by etTeclive and less etfective language learners,
304 Tbe 5:1mple
Permission was obuined for the study from the school district and the principal of
:lschool in the greater $1. John's :lI"e:l. Sample copies of these leiters arc found in
Appendices A and B respectively. Once permission was obtained from the school board
and the principal. the imerviewer visited the Grade Twelve EFt class and explained llte
sludy 10 the emire class oflwenty.ti\,e studems. SlUdents were asked 10 bring home a
lener 10 their parents which explained the study as well as a consent form requesting
permission tor their child to panicipale in Ihe study. A sample of the consent leiter is
round in Appendix C. Once the consent lorms were returned to the school. the students'
teachers were asked (0 identify SIX e1Tective language learners and six t.:ss ctTective
language learners i.e.. a total of twelve students from the class of twenty· five students
Since the focus of the study was the oral language of the students, the categorization of
:itudents as ctTecti\'e language t.:amers and less etT«tive language kamers was based on
the t~chers' ~eption of the students' :>cores on an oral inter\'iew.
304.1 B:ackground
The students involved in the study were compledng their tinal ye:ll" of the EFI
program as well as their tinal year of high school. The students entered the EFI program
in Kinderganen where instruction was 100% in French. As students progressed through
the primary, dementary, intennediate and senior high le\·els. instruction in French
decreased. since more of the curriculum was t:aught in English. From Kindergarten to
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Gr:1d~ Twelve. the studcnls accumulated approximately MOO hours 01 instruction in
French. The Grade Twelve students involved in the study v,,"ere registered for two courses
( i.e.. Franp.is 3202 and Histoire ~tondiale 3231\ where inslruction was in French.
Therefore. approximately 30"'0 percent ofinstructionallimc was devoled to instruction in
French..
3.4.2 Selection
The students' teachers were given a copy of Canale and Swain's (\9831 delinition
ofSC md were asked to assess the oral proliciency oflhe studenls. Based on the sludent
imerviews and the tC3Chers' assessment. six dTettive langua~e le:l!Tlcrs as wdl as six. less
effective language Iotamcrs .....ere identified (sec Table 3.1). After Ihc twelve subjects had
been chosen for the study. the audio·tapes orthe interviews were transcribed and the data
from the tapes were analysed to determine types and patterns or CS emplo~ed b~
elTective and less etTecti"'.: language leamers.
J.S O:U:l Collection Procedurts
The dala collcclion procedure employed in Ihis study is similar 10 thai used in a
previous stud~ ofCS by SlUrge {\9901. L:sing tifteen 10 lWenty minule audio-taped
interviews as Ihe dala collection instrument. a trained interviewer interviewed the entire
class oftwenly-the adolescents. The questions asked during the interview were desi~ed
to elicit extensive responses by the StUdents.
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Iahle.. .ll. Oralloler\'iew Stor~ ofSubjec:U ID,"ol\'ed in the Study
Subject I Judge I Score I Judge 2 Score




























AlIrn:enty·lhe students in the Grade Twelve HI class in involved in the study
were interviewed by a trained interviewer. Each student was asked a series of
approximately lifteen questions in tOLa! using Ihc interview instrument round in Appendi~
D. The questions were designed to give students the oppoltUnity to use their L2 in a
situation which requires Ih~m to use a varlety of suuctures of varying complexity. Since
the purpose of the study was to investigate the types ofCS employed by effective 311d
less effecti..·c language learners. Ihc qu.:stions were designed to challenge students 10 talk
about a variety of subject matters. Also. the questions WCfC deliberately open-ended in
order to elicit extended speech samples. As the interview pro!!\ressed. the questions
became more difficult. thus the answers involved a more complex vocabulary as well as
more complex thinking.
3.5.2 IOlen"jewer
All int~rvio=ws were conducted by ;J trained interviewer who had live years
teaching experience in FI. The imen"iewer had been trained 10 administer the Core
French 3200 interview, i.e.• to evaluale production ofSlUdenlS who are 3ppro:<imately the
same 3ge :IS those involved in Ihe study. Since the interviewer did nOlle:l.ch the sludenlS
involved in the study, the interviewer spent a number of class periods with the subjects
prior to the interviews lor acclimatization purposes. This ensured Ihat the subjcclS
bec:une familiar with the perron conducting Itte interview and use of the t3pe recorder
prior to the d:lIa collection.
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3.5.3 Surroundings I Time
Interviews were conducted in the students' school. EfTans were made to ensure no
interruptions occurred during the data collection process. The interviews were conducted
over a fourw~k period during the month of May and ......ere held in aquiel area of the
school. separate from the classroom. They were conducted in the morning, between 8:20
am and 10:20 am. E\'ery altempt was made to ensure thai each srudent was comfonable
during the interview. Students were encouraged 10 attempt 10 answer all questions. yet
were mformed that if a particular question made them feel uncomlonabl¢. they were
permitted 10 skip that question.
3.6 Data Analysis
The aim Oflhi5 study was to investigate the types orcs employed by effective
:md less effective language leamers. As Slated previously. based on a typology orcs
developed by Willems l1987), the study investigated the use of intt:rlingual and
imralingual slrategy use by etiective and less effective language learners. The speech
samples of the lWel\'e 5tudefllS selecled for inclusion in the study were If:lnSCribed (see
Appendix E) and subs~uemly, Ihe data were first analysed individually and then by
~up to detennine the types of CS strategies actually employed during the interview
3,7 Researcb Questions
The tindings oflhe analysis oflhe data were then used to answer queslions which
led 10 the conceplion of this siudy:
I. ls Ihere 3. difference be(\\'een Ihe types ofCS employed by etTecti\'e language
l~:lmers and less elTeclive language leamers in Grade I~ of the EFI program?




PRESENTATION OF THE RE$ULTS
4.1 [ntroductioD
Chapter Four presents an analysis. both qualitative and quantitative, of the data
gathered for the study. This chapter is divided into two parts. Part One prc::scnts a
description of the communication strategies of individual~h samples afthe twelve
subjects while Part Two examines the communication strategies employed by the subjects
according to group l i.~ .. elTectivc 10lnguage learners and less etiective language leamers).
When identifying the communic:uion malegies employed by the subjects involved in the
study, at times it was difficult [Q determine how a particular communication Slralegy
should be classified. ecruin communication str.1tcgies in the speech samples could fall
under more than onc of the definitions found in the typology of communic:l!ion strategies
identified by Willemsl 1987\. There were occasions that involved a degree of
subjectivilY when idenlifying communicalion su'ategies found in the speech samples.
..a.2 Iodividual Spt«h Samples
In this seclion. an analysis of the speech s:unples of alilhe subjectS is presented.
Each speech sample is discussed in terms of the frequency of communication sttalegy
types recorded for each subject and the proportion of each strategy used 3S a percentage
of Ihe total number used by each subject. As staled previously. in Chapler Three. the
categories used 10 rate the speech s:unples were based on a Iypology ofcommunicalion
Strategies proposed by Willems l1987) and employed by Sturge (1990) in ncr study ofCS
use by adolescent core French students. \Vh.:n determining the communication slr.llegies
used, .:ach usage of a CS was recorded. even if a particular CS was repeated.
4.2.1 Speech Samples or Effective Language Learners
The following is a detailed description ofcommunication strategy use in !he
individual speech samples of me Effective language learners (ELls).
Speech Sample: Subject Five
Subjett Five used a total of thirty·eight communication strategies. all of which
may be describc:d as Achievement ( S.:e Figure .,l.,I).
This subject employed three int.:r1ingu.:l1 strategies ( Borrowing, literal
Tr.lnslation 30M F?reignizing J, thrce'intBlingual strategies l Word Coinage.
Approximation.:lOd Circumlocution) and one retrieval strategy ( Self-Repair).
Borrowing was used twelve times by this subjett. e.g., "Ies examens de advanced
plac.:m.:nt'" when asked about her exam schedule and "le veu.\( eludier .:pidemiology" for
~idemiologie. when asked about career plans for the future. Foreignizing was employed
ten times e,g.. in describing her sister, Subject Five stated. 'ElIe joue dans un
tournament" instead of '"tournai". and literal Translation W:lS used seven times, e.g.,











;;peech sample. l:.g., she referred to pre--c3lculus as "13 P~3r.lIion de c:lIcul,"
Approximation was found on t\\·o occasions. e.g.. "le fais des aCli\'ites medicales" wh.ile
Circumlocution e.g., "le suis celui qui, ah. qui. s'occupe de l'argent" was evidenced
once in the speech sample. The retrieval strategy 01 Self~Repair was employed four
times.
As Figure·U illustrates, interlingual slr.ltegy Iypes Borrowing, literal
Translation and Foreignizing were used a total of76.30/. of the 0",'= while the intralingual
strategies of Word Coinage. Approximation and Cin:umlocution were employed a total of
13.:!%. The retrieval strategy olSelf-Repair was used a total of IO.5~/•.
.-\ccording to Ihe judges who raled the interviews. Subjett Five was considered to
be the mosl elTective language learner orall the subjects who participated in the study.
She received a fating of 5.... from each judge based on the criteria used in Ihe French 3200
oral interview. She provided the longl:S1 speech sample and answemi all questions with
great Iluency and accuracy as deemed by the Judges.
Speech Sample: Subject Twemy
Subject Twenty used 3 101011 ofthiny.-one communication strategies thaI included
both Reduction and Achievement strategy types ( See Figure ~.3). ytessage
Ab.mdonment was evidenced live times, usually when the student allempted to
summarize her response to the question..-\s an example. when describing her family. she
Stntegy









;lttempted to t¢fminate the response with inlonn:l.tion about her sister b~ sa~lng. "rai une
soeur aussi. c(. .. ;llors.. :· Subject Twen~ cmplo~ed lhree interlingual strategies. namely
Borrowing, Foreignizing and Literal Translation. There were cwo occurrences of
Borrowing, e.g.• when asked whether or not adolescents spent too much time watching
television, she replied "halfand half." literal Translation was used four times. e.g., when
;luernpting (0 rclate that people should concentrate on the good in e\'erything, she stated
•. On doit concentrcr sur Ie bon de toutes les choses.... :md Foreignizing twice. e.g..
instead of"pousser". the subject stated. "les parems doivem rester sur ta cote mais ne pas
pusher:' The use of imralingual strategies was also evidenced. with Word Coinage (e.g.,
the subject coined the phrase "emissions operas" for "teleroman") and Circumlocution
{e.g.. when attempting to express the concept of"reallifc" or "101 realite", the subject
used circomlocution... des lois des emissions ne SOnt pas la vie comme ~a doit eire.
comme c'est trap exagere.....). were each employed three times. Approximation was used
!Jnce, when the subject employed "nos choses negatives" for "nos caractmstiques
negatives:' The sp«th sample also contained twelve occurrences oCthe Retriev:tl
str:uegy, Self-Repair.
.-\s shown in Figure ~A, the Reduction Strategy of M.essage Abandonment was
used 16.1 ~'O of the time. The interlingual strategies of Borrowing, Literal Translation and
Foreignizing were employed a total of 25.9%. while the intralingual strategies Word
Coinage. Circumlocution and Approximation were found 19.~% of the time. The retrieval












with a percenlage o138.ioo.
Subj«1 Twenty was the Effective L:mguage Le:uner who most oflen resoned to
-"Iessage Abandonment yet she also employed the highest ~rtentage ofinrralingual
str.lIegies among the Effective Language L~ers. She received a rating of 5- from the
judges who scored her interview.
Speech S:unple: Subjeci Six
A tOlal oftwenly-six Reduction and Achievement communicalion strategies were
cOnlained in the speech sample generated by Subject Six ( see Figure ~.5).
The Reduction Strategies of Message Abandonrnenl and Topic Avoidnnce were
each employed once, e.g.. when asked the question "Penses-tu que Ie Quebec va se
separer du Canada'.''', Subject Six auempled to formulate a response bUI then (e"mnaled
Ihe thought with "Je ne veux mme.....( Message AbandonmenO and when asked
"Qu'est<e qui Ie fait nrc'!". the subject responded "Je ne SillS pas" tToplc Avoidance).
Borrowing was employed four times by this subject in communicating, e.g., "Octo~
Crisis". The strategy Literal Translation \.I:as employed seven limes, e.g., the subjecl
staled "Un ami est quelqu'un qui est lil pour toi el qui vous va ~tre Iii. pour". The speech
sample cOnlained live occurrences ofForei~izin!!, e.g., when explaining intended career
plans, the subject Slated. "Je veux l?tre psychologist" Word Coinage was evidenced once
in the speech sample when the subject stated "club de drama". while there was one
occurrence of circumlocUlion when the subject stated "Je veuxjoindre Ie militaire. non.

























Ape:1\S tor Assistance once.
As Figure ~.6 shows, oCthe str.ltegies employed. \1essage Abandonment and
Topic Avoidance i.e.. Reduction Strategies. were used a combined total of 7.6% of the
lime. The interlingual strategies of Borrowing, Foreignizing and Literal Translation were
louod a total of61.5% while Word Coinage and Circumlocution. both intralingual
strategies. were used :1 total 017.6°.;' 'Jf the lime. The Retric\'al Str-llegy known as Self-
Repair is found a total of 19.1·~ and Appeals for Assist:mce 3.8' •.
SubJ.:ct Six oolainnl a r:Lllng 015 from the two judges who evaluated the oral
interVIew.
Speech Sample: Subject Two
Subject Two used a tOlal of forty·eight communication strategies. 311 of which
may be categorized as Achievement \See Figure·t7l.
The subj.:cl employed three interlingual strat~gles I Borrowmg, Literal
Transl:lIion and Foreigmzing.I. two intralingual strategies I Word Cllinage and
Appro:.:imation) and Ilne relrieval strategy ISelf-Repairl. Borrowing was used a total of
lwemy limes by lhis subject, e.g., using "Ieader"' instead of '·chef". when describing his
posilion within a lllcal youth group. and "leenag~ pregnancy" when discussing some of
[he problems that atTect young people, On eleven occasions the subject used Literal
Trans1:ltion. ~.g .. wh~n explainin~ why he decided to register for French Immmion. the
subject stated, ·~es parents m'onl mel dans Ie:' There were ",vo occurrences of
Foreignizing, o:.g., 'leaser" instead of 'laquiner". Word Coinage was found twice in
'C\
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the sP'=~h sample e.g., \\hen Jiscussln~ where he would like 10 altend uni\"ersity. the
subject stated he would like to study "d'autre part" for"ailleurs··. There was one
occurrence of Approximation by the subject when the word "l"honnetemem" was
employed for ··rhoM~lete. Subjecl Two relied on the communication strategy of Self·
Rep~r twelve times in lhe interview.
As illuSlrJtet.! in F"i~ure ~.8. ot'the strate~ies employed by Subject Two. namely,
Borrowing. Literal Translation and Foreignizing, all imerlingual strategies, comprised a
total of68.9Q " ot"all CSs used, \oleanwhile the intralingual strategies of Word Coinage
and .~pproxim:J(ion were employed a IOtal of 6.3·'. of the lime with the relriev;)1 strategy
lermed SeU:Repalr bemg used 15°~,
Subject Two received scores of:5- and 5 on the oral interview. According to lhe
judges, Subject Two was an imrovened student who was considered to be somewhat ofa
perl~ctionis(. When respondin~ to th.:: questions In the inter\"ie\\', he paused and appeared
10 gather his thoughts betare attempting to put them 1010 words.
Spetth Sample: Subject Nineteen
Thes~h samplo: produced by Subject Nineteen conlained a total 01 eighteen
communication stralegies [rom both Reduction and Achie\'ement strategy types, ( See
F"igure~.9)
The studem usW Ihe Reduction strategy of Topic Avoidance. the interlingual
strategies of Borrowing. literal Translation and F"oreignizing as well as the intralingual



















str.lte~i('s OfWOro Coina~e_ Approximation and CircumlocUlion. all of which 3re
Achie~'ement str.ltegies. Self-Repair. another Achievement st;lIegy. and also defined as a
Retrievalstr.lIegy. was used once by the subject.
Topic Avoidance was employed one time in the speech sample.The sNdent
replied ')e ne sais pas" to a question concerning whelher or not lean Charest could cause
problems for sovereignlists in Quebec. Borrowing is evidenced twice, e.g.. the studenl
employed the word "pressure" instead oi"pression"; literol Translalion a total of five
times. e.g" "le joue sur I"equipe", and Foreignizing. six times, e,g.• "pi.ltique" intead of
"I'entminement", Dflhe intmlingual ~i.ltegy types. the student u~ Word Coinage once
when referring to "un match de basketball" as" un jeu de basketball", Approximalion
once COn met beaucoup d'imponance sur des chases qu'ils voient:i la telt''). and
Circumlocution once C· le suis interesse avec les animaux elles sciences etje veux faire
Ie li.lvail oil \'ous occupez les animaux qui sont malades"). Self-Repair was also tound
one time in the speech sample.
:\s illustrated by Figure ~.IO, subj«t ~ineteen employed the reduction strategy of
Topic A\'oidance 5.6°'l. of the time. The interlingual slr.ltegies of BOITOwing.
Foreignizing ;lnd Literal Translation were ¢TTIployed 3 total of7~.1°.. of the time while
the intralingual strategies of Word Coinage. Approximation and Circumlocution were
used a total of 16.8% of the time. Self-Repair was employed a tot3l of 5.6%.
Subject ~ineteen appeared 10 be quite confident in her ability 10 communicate in
French. There were few pauses in her speech Ihroughout the inter...iew and. according to
Suategy
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lh~ Jud~es. she ..:ommunic:lted wlllt considerable tluency and accuracy. Th~ subject
oblained ratings of 5 and 5- from Ihe judges who scored the interview.
Speech Sample: Subject Twenty-One
Subject Twenty-One used a combination ofReduclion and Achievement
strategies for:l total of eighleen communication str'3te~ies ( See Figure -l. (I).
The subject employed [1,l,'O Reduction str.1tegies t ~essage Abandonment and
Topic Avoidance 1.lwO imerlingual sll<Jtegies ( Borrowing and literal Tr.mslalionl, one
imralingual strategy I Approximatlonl and one rcuicv:!1 SIf3tcgy (Self-Repair). Message
Abandonment was employed twice. e.g., the subject. when attempting 10 discuss a typical
day at school said. "Je vais ames classes et mange Ie diner et. ct..... Topic .\voidance
was used a tot,,1 of six limes and was the most frequent communication Slr.llegy recorded
in this spe~h sampll:. Borrowing was I:mployed four tim~, .::.:!., "yearbook" and
··rug.b~·" ,md llk'f"31 Tr.mslauon luur timo:s. .::.g .• the subjl:'Ct Slated .'J,: nl: peux pas
imaginer qU'l:St<e que Ie ~oCI est pour un seul enfant:' The imralingual strategy of
Approximation was evidenced once, when the subj«t staled "Ies cho~ trop grandes" in
trying to relay the idea that there will not be too many changes to our lifestyles in the year
2050. Self.Repair was also employed once.
Figurl: ~.12 shows that of the strategies employed, a total ot +4A~'owere Message
Abandonment and Topic Avoidance. The interlingual strategies o(Borrowing and Literal





















Approximation was usa! a total of 5.6m• with Sdf-Repair bein~ chosen 5.6'!it.
The judges noted that Subject Twenty-One spoke with a t1:lwless accent. with
few hesitations or pauses. yet. interestingly, she pro\"ided the shortest speech sample of
all the Effecti ....e language learners and employed the greatest number of Reduction
strategies. Subject Twenty-One achieved a rating of 5· from each of the twO judges who
scored the interview,
-1.2.2 Speech Samples of less Effectin L:mgu::age learners
The following is :l detailed description Ilf communication strategy use in the
indi\"idual speech samples oflhe less Effective Language Learners (lELLs).
Spe«h Sample: Subject Twenty-Three
A lotal ortwemy-lwo communication stl':l.tegu~s. both Achievemlmt and
ReduCllon slr.ncgies. were used by Subj«t Twenty-Three I S.:e Figure -1.131.
The student employed IWO Reduclion slr.uegies ( ~t(SS;l,ge Abandonment 0l1\d
Topic ,~.\"oidancel.lllree interlingual slt:uegies I Borrowing. Literal Translation and
Foreignizing). two intrnlingual strategies I Word Coin:1ge :1nd Approxim:1lion) and (wo
retrie....al strategies (Self-Repair and Appeals for Assistance). ~Iessage Abandonment was
used four times by the subject in communicating while Topic Avoidance was evidenced
once. There were tWO occurrences of Borrowing. e.g.• when staling future career plans.
the subject commented that he would like to pursue a career with the RCW instead of
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using GRC. li!l:r.1! Tr:rnslalion was found Ihree limes in the speech sample. e.g.• the
subject stated. "11 y a un cours maintenam que III peu.~ aller;i pour une semesue", while
Foreignizing was found twice. e.g., the subject employed "introducer"' instead of
"presenter", Word Coinage was employed once by Ihe subject, when using the term
"institutions de jail ., instead of "prison" and Approximation (Wice. e.g.. when explaining
how his parents sacrificed for him and gave him so much. he used me word "gentils"
jnslead ofa word such as -genmux" or a morc Olppropriate word. Self·Repair and
Appeals for Assistance were each evidenced three times.
As Fi~ure·t14 depicis. of the slr<l.Iegics employed. 2:!.7~'G wtre the Reduction
strategies of Message Abandonment and Topic Avoidance. The interlingual strategies of
Borrowing, Literal Translation and Foreignizing were used a lotal of36.4% of the time
while the inttalingual strategies of Word Coinage and Approximation were employed a
total of 13.60 " with Self-Repair and Appeals For Assistance bein!!\ used a combined lotal
Subject Twenty-Three provided a fairly shon speech sample. He did not
elaborate in his responses to the interview questions even when prompted by the
interviewer. The judges who scored the interviews gave Subjeet Twemy-Three a score
of:; and 3+.
Speech Sample: Subject Ten
Fifty-Two cC'·mmunic3tion strategies. a combination of Reduction and
Achievement were employed by subject Ten (See Figure -tiS).
lI'l
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This subject used two Reduction Stralegies I \t.essage Abandonment and Topic
A\"oidancet two imerlingualstrategies (Borrowing and literal Translation). three
intralingual str.Uegies ( Word Coinage, Approximalion and Circumlocution) and [WO
rcaieval slratcgies t Self-Repair and Appeals For Assistan<::e). Message Abandonment
was found seven times by this student's speecn, with Topic Avoidance used twice.
Borrowing was Inc strategy uscd most frequemly by this studcnl, with a total of eighteen
occurrences. e.g., "le vcux etre un nurse" literal Translation is found nine times in this
speech sample. as in the case of the subject employing .. sur 101 telc" for "i 101 tClc" Word
Coinage occurred twice, e.g., !he subject coined the phrase '·toutes les places" for
"panoul". There: were two occurrences of Approximation. e.g., when expaining why !he
subject enjoyed malhematics. she stated., .. J'aime faire toutes petites choses pour trouver
les reponses". and five occurrences of Circumlocution. e.g.. the subject anempted to
explain her mOlher's job as a psychiatric nurse by slaling. "Elle tra\'aille avec des
~rsonnesqui sont fous. "l,ui SOn! Jerengees" Self·Repair was uscl six times by the
subject while Appeals For .'\ssiSlance was employed once.
The Reduclion strategies Message Abandonment and Topic Avoidance were used
a total of 17.3°'0 oCthe time. Some 51.9% of the CS used were Borrowing and
Foreignizing, both inlcrlingual strategies. The intralingual strategies Word Coinage.
Approximation and Circumlocution were used a total of 17.2% of the time. Self-Repair
md Appeals For Assistance. both retrieval strategies, were used a total of I3A% ( See
Figure~.16).








Subject Ten provided Ih~ longest s~tth sample of alilhe less Effective
Language Learners and interestingly. the second-longest speech sample of all the subjects
involved in the study. The subject appeared quite eager to share her opinions and
provided great detail to support them. Her dependence on me communication strategy
Borrowing was evident as lhis subject used English. words quite freely and with linle
hesitation throughout the entire interview. Subject Ten obtained a rating of3 and 3+
from the judges.
Speech Sample: Subject Sixteen
This subject used a total of fifty-two communication strategies. a combination of
Reduction and Achievement strategy types ( See Figure 4.17).
The student employed one reduction strategy ( Topic Avoidance J. three
interlingual strategies ( Borrowing, Literal Translation and Foreignizing ).tlu'ee
intr.tlingual strategies I Word Coinage. Appro~imation and Circumlocution) and one
retrieval strategy (Self.Repair). Topic Avoidance was employed !Wice by this snldent.
e.g., when asked: "Penses-tu que Jean Charest peUI causer des problemes pour Ie Pani
Quebecois"!" he replied: "le ne sais pas vraimem" Even with some e~ptanalionand
prompting from the interviewer. the subject refused to attempt to answer the question.
The subject used Borrowing a tOlal oftwemy-nine limes in the interview; e~arnples
include "relive des reves des pan:nls". "le vew: tr.I.vailler dans Ie business". Literal
Translation is found throughout the speech sample a total often times. e.g., in









;lucmpling to state Ihc p~. "When you think of ie. Ihe subjttt stated. "Qu:md tu
penses de Ic" Foreignizing was found once. when Ihc stude", employed "v;lC<:Ition" with
a French accent instead orlhe torrett term, ·'Vacanccs". Word Coinage was used on one
occasion by the subject when he coined the phrase "schedule des emissions" for
"horairc", There was one occurrence of Circumlocution (when stating what types of
things made him laugh. Ihe subject said•.. Ah jc ne sais pas comment dire. rnais des
choses qui se passent qui som droles et tu peux dire ... :m... tu lIois quelque chose ala
It:le'j and two occtLrTances of Approximation in the speech sample le.g.. when describing
now in today's society. many students are experiencing difficullies. the subj~1 said. "1\
elait lrop trouble", instead ora more appropriate adjective). The subject used the
communication stralegyolSelf·Repair rive times throughout the interview.
As Fi!!:ure ".18 demonSlrates. of the strategies employed. Topic Avoidance was
used 3.8% of the lime. The interlingual strategies of Borrowing. Liteml Translation and
Foreignizing were employed a [olal or'76.~'.lJfthe time. while Word Coinage.
Circumlocution and .-\pproximation. all intralingual str:ltegies. were used :I. loul of9.6~;•.
The retrieval strategy. Self·Repair. was used 9.6%.
According to the judges. Subject Sixteen provided a fairly lengthy speech sample
wilh few pauses and hesitations; however. the subject relied heavily on Borrowing and
:lccording to the judges.•11 limes it seemed as if the subject was actually responding to the
~uestions in his mother tongue. The subject received a mark: of 3- and 3 from the judges.









SpttCh Sampk: Subject EII!\'cn
A (Olalor eighl.:en communication strategies. a combination of Reduction 3Jld
Achievement were used by Subject Elc\'cn ( Sec Figure 4.191.
The subject cmplo~ed two Reduction Str:ltcgies ( Message Abandonment and
Topic Avoidance). three imerlingual strategies ( Borrowing, Literal Tr.mslation and
Foreignizing). one intr3lingual strategy ,Circumlocution) and onc retrieval strategy
l Self·Repair}. \1essage Abandonment was found twice while Topic Avoidance was
used three times. The subject employed Borrowing once. when she stated "rai deja
appris Ie physical" in explainin~ the reqUIrements to become a tireti~hter. Literal
Tr:mslalion is found 5e\"en times in the spe«h sample. e.g.. in stating her age, the subject
said: "le suis presque dix·huit :ms", and Foreignizing three times. .:.g.. "mode'" is used
for "mannequin" when she explained her afierscllool job. Circumlocution. the only
intralingual str:l.legy .:mployed by Subject Ele\'oerl. was used once: when explaining the
qualilies she \·aluCl.l in a riiend.the subject stated. - Quelqu'un qui ~tcomme cst-cequ'il
m'aime'! Est..:.: qu'it n.: m''lime pas'! Qui ':Stjust qui 'lime lui·m~mc", Self-Repair was
also .:mployed on one IXcasion.
As seen in Fi!!ure ·UQ. ~Iessage Abandonment and Topic A\'oidance were used a
tOlal of17.8'!'lI of the lime. Borrowing, Literal Translation and Foreignizin!! were
employed a 10lal of61.2%. wilh Circumloculion. an inlralingual strategy. being used
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The: interl.'iew~ remarked that Subject Eleven pro\"ided the shonesl speech
sample of all the subjects who participated in the study. She provided \'c:ry link detail to
suppo" her opinions. even with prompting from the interviev.'cr. This student was also
rated as the weakest language learner by the judges who rated the interviews with a rating
of3- from both arlhe judges.
Speech Sample: Subject Ei~hl
Subj'-"CI Eight used :110131 oJ(twemy-sc\,tTl communication strategies. from both
Reduction and .-\chievement strategy categories I S« Figure ·tll).
The subject employed two Reduction str:ltegies l Message Abandonment and
Topic ..hoidance). three intcrlingual str:uegies ( Borrowing. Foreignizing and literal
Transl:l.tionl and one rClne\,:!! strategy ( Self-Repair). Message Abandonment and Topic
.-\"'Oldanc~ were: bOlh used twice In the speech sample, The student employed BotTowin~
ten limes. e.g:.. "II esl un accountant"· and "episode" ror "emission". Lileral Tr.mslation
\\as ~mploye:\l ten limes by lhe Sludent. ~.~., the student said: "en ami est quelqu'un tu
peux puler :i" and Forei~nilin!! was found once, while stating she enjoyed working hard
at malhem,Hics in order to attain high "marques", S.:\(-Repair was used once in lhe
speech sample.
Figure ~.22 depicts that ~lessage Abandonment and Topic Avoidance were used a
10lal of 1~.S% of the time. Of the strategies employed. :I. tOlal ofi7.7°'. were Borrowing,
literal Tr.mslation and Foreigniling I i.e.. interlingual slr<uegiesl and 7.4°'. Self-Repair.
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SUbjet:1 Eight was one ofonly two subjC(;ls involved in the siudy who did not usc
any intralingual slr:uegies. The subject obtained a mar\,; of 3 from each of Ihe judges.
Speech Sample: Subject Three
Subject Three used a total of sixteen communication strategies. from both the
Reduction and Achievement slr:llegy categories ( See Figure 4.23l.
Two Reduction stntcgies ( ~{essage Abandoruncnt and Topic Avoidance) were
employed 31ang with three tmerlingual str.ucgies ( Borrowing. Literal Translation and
Foreignizing I. and onc retric\'al str.ltegy I Self·Repairl. :o.-Iessage Abandoruncnt was
selected once. when the student anempted to discuss her hobbies: "Le gymnase. pas de
lecture et l'ccrilurt ct. ,a...·· Topic Avoidance was employed three times in lilt speech
sample. Subject Three did not :lttemp! to answer any questions in the interview regarding
the future ofQuebec and Canada, Borrowmg. the most frequent strategy employed by
the subject. was found eight times, e.~,. ··Je \'3.is ;i homeroom", and FOrtl~i2ing once.
when she stated that being bilinguOII was ''bon pour unjob '. with 'I French accent.
inste:l.d or "emploi" Self· Repair was used once during the inter\"i~'.
Some 25°.. ofCS used were Message Abandorunent and Topic Avoidance.
Borrowing. Literal Translation and Foreignizing were used a total of68,8% of the time.
with Self· Repair being used 6.3% ( See Figure 4.24),
This subjei:t used the least number of conununication strategies of all the subjei:ts
im·ol...ed in the study, She was also one of only "'10 students wno did not use any
Figuro423, Froqueney ot Stralegy Use bySubject3
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intr.l.lin~ual slrategl~. The subject obI3in~;). score Ill' 3 and 3- trom the judges .....ho rated
the interviews.
4.3 Group Results: Effective Language learners
As illustrated by Figure 4.25. the group orsix subjects described as Effective
Lan~uage learners employed :I tOlal 01 one hundred se..'cmy-nine communicalion
slr:l.tegies. ~1essage Abandonment and Topic Avoidance were each found eight times.
Borrowing W3S employed forty-lour limes. liler.:al Tr.:msl:nion thirty-dght times and
Furei~izing twenty-rive times In the speech S3mples.The Effective Language Learners
made use of Word Coinnge 3 total of nine times. Approximation six limes and
CireumlocUlion live times during the interviews. Thirty-live incidences oflhe rettiev31
slr.ltegy S'df-Repair were documented while only one Appeal For Assistance was made.
As Figure ·L!6 depicts. Message Abanuonment anu TopiC A\"oll.1ance were used a
101011 oll}-', olthe time. Some 59.7-. we~ lhe intCflingualslr.:negies BOlTowing. Literal
Tr.ll151ation and Fo~ignizing. while 11.2-·;' were the imralingualslr:llegies Word
Coinage. Approximalion and Circumlocution. The subjects used Sdf-Repair and AppC::1ls
tor Assislance a total of 20.:l'·o.
..10'4 Group Results: Less Effective laoguage learoers
The group of subjects described as Less Effet:live Language Learners employed a
lotal of one hundred eighty-seven communicalion strategies ( Sec Figu~ .U7).
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Oflhe Reduction strategy c:l.tcgory. \lesS3!!C Abamionment was employed
sixteen times while Topic Avoidance was used thirteen limes. The intcrlingual strategy
of Borrowing was selected on sixty-eight occasions. literal Translation was employed
fony-two limes and Foreignizing was used eight times. The subjects used the inD'alinguai
strategy Word Coinage four limes. Approximation seven times and Circumlocution seven
limes. There were otight~n incidencesofSelf·Repair. while four Appe-.lls For Assistance
werc recorded.
As Figure 4.~S shows. of the strategies employed. \-tessage Abandonment and
Topic A\·oidance. both Reduction siralcgies. were used 15.b"'. oi Ihe time. The
lntcrlingual Sll"3tCgldi Borrowing. Foreignizing and Literal Translol.lion w.::re used a total
of63.1~/. while Word Coinage. Approximation and Circumlocution. all intralingual
suategies. were used 9.5°'0 of the time. The retrieval smuegies oiSelf-Repair and
Appeals For Assistance were used a total 01 11.7°'<..
".5 Comparison or Effective 2Dd Less Eff«lin Language Learners
A comparison of str.l.tegy use of the two groups interview~.shows that the
lElls employed a yeater number of communication str:ltegies than the Ells.
Although the LELLs only used eight more communication str.l.tegies than the ELls. this
linding does not conlonn to previous studies which sug.gcst thai as linguistic competence
increases. str.l.tcgy use may increase {Greene. 1991: Sturge. 19901.
Borrowing was the most used communication strategy lor both groups of subjects
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I see Figure ·L!9 I. The ELLs used Borrowing a lotal of H.b.... while the lELLs
employed Borrowing 36A%ofthe time (see Figure 4.30 ). [t seems that ELLs were far
more selective when they decided to employ a word in English. Generally, they paused
until it seemed that they had no other choice but 10 use a word in English in order to get
3Cross their message. The LElls however. seemed to choose II words without
ht$ilalion.
Most researchers agree that while reduction strategies arc \'iewed as impeding
language learning, achievement strategies are considered 10 be of considerable value in
an:let of communic:ltion. The results ollhis study show that the ELLs used Reduction
str.Hcgies less olten than the LEtLs. ~'\, and 1;.6", respectively..
In Ihis study the ELls used inu.J.1ingual strategies more frequendy than the
lELLs. This finding is consistent with results from previous studies that suggest that
learners who h:lve lhe most developed linguistic competence lend 10 use more L2 based
:itl':ltegies. However. even though the ELLs use intralingual strategies 15°'" of the time
and the LELLs us.: these strategy types 9"'0 of the lime. the LElLs actually use
Approximation and Circumlocution mo~ often than the ELLs l see Figu~ ~.J 1 and
Figure ~.31). Perhaps this may be partially explained by the perltttionist nature of one
ELL. During the interview. it :lppears that when a vocabulary item was not known. the
ELls became nOliceably impatiem with themselves and wamed the idea they were trying
(0 express 10 be understood clearly and immediately. This might be a panial explanation









































Approxim;1tion tound in Ihe S\h-'tth sampks clIne lELls. since these twO strategy Iype$
may nOI get the intended message across quickly orclc:arly enough for Ihe ELLs.
Although lmralingual strategy use was more common in the ELls. both groups used
imerlingual strategies much more otlen than intralingual strategies.
According to Paribakht (1982. 1985) learners who have the more developed.
linguistic sk.ills lend to use more L2 -based slr.lIcgies and tend to U~ them more
efficiently than less proficient IC:lIlIer5. As stoned previously. Borrowing appeared 10 be
used as.1 ]:LSI resort for the ELLs. while it constituted much cflhe language produced by
the lELLs.
Interestingly, Ihe communication strategy ofSclf-Repair was used much morc
frequently by the ELLs than the LElLs. This may suggest that a greater linguistic
competence :allows students to be more c:apable of correcting their own errors.
G~ner:ally.lhe spe«h s:amples generated by the Ells were much longer than
tho~ produced by the lElls. The ELls. on ;weT"3ge produced l:a.n~uage Ihal was more
gr.unm:alically accur:ate than the lElls. There were fewer errors in verb tenses and
geoder of nouns in the speech sample generaled by the Ells. As well. there were fewer
pauses between the sentences produced by Ihe Ells. This is consistent with Dean (1996)
who studied the spe«h of senior high EFI students.
The tinal chapter will discuss the findings of this study in light of results from
previous studies. implications of the study and some suggestions lor funher research.
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CHAPTER FIVE
StP..ilMARY. D1SCCSSIQN. IMPLICATIONS .-\ND RECOMME~l)ATIONS
5.1 lotroduction
This chapter will discuss four aspects of the present study. Firstly, there will be a
brief summary of the study. including the problem. the methodology and the results
obtained. Secondly, there will be a discussion of the conclusions regarding the use oress
by the dfective language learners and the less ([Tective l:mguage learners in light of
previous findings documented in the lilcr.l.lure. Thirdly. some implications for L2
educators. espedally tho~ involved in the field of French Immersion education. will be
:iuggested and finally. recommendations for funher research in the:lfQ oieS use will be
proposed.
5.2 Summar)" orlhe Study
Allhaugh the primary !!Ioala! L2 taching, for some lime. has b~n to enable
students 10 communicate in the targctlanguage. there has ~n a change in lOCus. \\!hile
historically, L2 teaching has emphasized the learning of linguistic code. today. ~2
methodologies and approaches emphasize the concept of communicative competence.
Although it is still considered imponant lor students to possess knowledge of the forms
01 the language. it is gener:llly agreed that it is also imponant tor students to know how to
use this knowledge. Strategic competence is a component ofCC which ret~rs to the
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means which leamers usc to solve problems in communication. \Vithin SC. lies the
notion ofess. which allow students 10 convey their message in the L2. These C55 are
the vehicles through which students solve their communication problems. While many
previous studies involving me use crcss have dealt primarily with the: adullleamer.lh.is
parncuJar study focusses on the adolescent EFt student.
For this study. rwelve students from 3 Grade 11 class orEFf students in the
greater St. JOM'S area were selttted as subjects. Initially, the emire class of twenty-six
students were interviewed by a trained interviewer. A speech sample was obtained from
c:lch student by means of an imcrview fonnal. These samples were then rated from
highesllo lowest. b~ oncrilcria outlined in F!l'J)rh l'}QQ Om! TOling' -\ Manila! ror
~ 119861. by rwojudges. The judges identified six ctTecti'ie language leamers
and six less elTective language leamers. based on the scores obtained in the interviews.
The twelve speech samples were then analysed tor communication strategy use. based on
a typology ofCSs developed by Willems (1987) and Tarone (1977) and used by Sturge
119901 in 3. previous study that investigated CS use ofadolesc:ent core French snKients
(see Appendix H). The ten strategies were categorized as Achievement and Reduction
strategies. with the former being funher subdivided into Lnterlingual. inlr.llingual and
reduclion strategies. Next. the speech sample elicited from e3.ch subject was analysed.
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5.3 Discussion of tbe Study
Much ortbe research in CS use involves lhe adult 12 learner; however. younger
L2 learners have been shown to employ these same CSs when faced wilh a problem while
conveying a message. In the present study, the adolescent LElLs used more Reduction
stt'alcgies man the ELLs. Tarone (I977) reported that students whom she investigated.
who possessed poorer L2 skills. preferred Reduction to Achievement str:uegies.
In the present study. however. which involved subjects with advance language
skills. both the ELls and the lElls employed more Achievement than Reduction
slr.uegies. This finding is consistent with the tindings ofother researchers (e.g., Greene.
1991).
According 10 Paribakht (1985) the lypCS ofCSs employed by OJ language learner
may be related to the proficiency level ofthc language leamer. Bialystok (\983) states
that more proticient language learners tend to use more 12-based strategies and fewer Ll-
based slr:l.legies while Paribakht (i 9831 found that adults tend to abandon L I-based C5s
as lhey progress in me target language. Bom the ELls and the LELLs involved in the
present study. despite meir considerable French language e:tperience. tended to employ
interlingual i.e., L2 based strategies more ottcn than intraiingual strategies. This is
contrary 10 Tarone's t 1977) suggcstion that one would eltpect foreign language learners
who :lJ'e given practise dealing with communication problems to develop the resources
needed to use both Circumlocution and Approltimation ( intralingual strategiesl.
Interestingly, both me ELls and the LELLs employed Circumlocution and
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Approximation in similar proponions: however. the lEllsW~ not panicularl~
e1Tective in their usage oflhese two sitategies in Ihat the intended message was frequently
not communiconed successfully. Perhaps this may be explained by the fact that from
grades seven to twelve in the EFt program. the amount of instruction in French has been
reduced to 30%.
The lesser use of intralingwi slt'alegies by both groups mighl <1lso be explained by
years of their not being pushed funher in the direction of imralingual strategies. with lhe
resulting kind of predominant linguistic "laziness" of interlingual s[rat~ies laking over.
Greene (1991) found thai a yaup ofsuccessfullangu3gc learners in a Grade Five
EFI class exhibited a decrease in their proponional use of Appro:<imation and
Circumlocution since Grade Three. Greene (1991) also suggested that the ll:TOUP of
successful language learners involved in her study "seemed to have reached a plateau or
may ~ven be regressing in their use of L:~-based strategles",p. \-40). D~3fl (1996)
reponed that "there is minimal progress in the oral production skills ofEFI students as
they move from Grade Ten to Twelve. [n fact. a decline in some OlSpectS of students'
oral production is noted from Grode Ten to Ele\'en. while the spe«h ofGrode Twelve
students is generally pi1t'3l1ei to that of Grade Ten students" (p.94)' She also found that
the C5s ofCircumlocution and Approximation were 'occasionally' used. The
observation that the interlanguage produced by EFI students is often characterized by a
slowing, stopping or even backsliding in its development may be explained by the plateau
effect ( Parkin. 1981), The findings of this study are consistent with these investigations
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in that the speech samples rctlect many of Ihe same char.lcterislics. ':.!!:.• only occasional
usc of inlr:Jlingual strategies. Studems could become satistied with simply making
themselves understood. The subjects In\"olved in this study have been classmates for
[hilleen years and. for the most pan. the only practice they have communicating in
French is with each. other and their teacher who is often anglophone and understands
English. Hence. it is possible that t~y have established an IL, which. requirn linle effort
to convey ::JJl intended meaning.
During the intcr.'iew. the subjects wert asked questions that required the use of
complex \·ocabulary. When faced with a communication gap. both the ELLs and lhe
LELLs appeared frustrated when attempting [0 convey their message using the L2. and
resorted to a LI-based strategy. Perhaps the decreased percentage of instruction in
rrench or the previously mentioned 'plaleau etTeet' (Parkin. 1981) may have contributed
to Ihe preterence lor interlin~ual str.lt¢gy use as evidenced in the results oflhe slUdy.
5.-& ConclusioDs oUbe Study
As previously mentioned. this srudy was undenaken to answer the following
rese:uch questions:
I. Are there differences belWeen the types orcs employed by effective language
learners and less effecli\·e language learners in Grade Twelve Eft:
., Is Ih¢re;l. difference in the pauem oCCS use between the two types of
learners'!
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The lindings afthis study suggest that:
L Both effective language learners and less errective language learners employ a
mix of Reduction and Achievement communication strategies.
•. Although both the effective language learners and the less effective language
learners employ the same types of C55 there is a difference in the pattern of
CS use berween the two groups. The LElls employ Reduction strategies
more often than the ELls. Both groups demonstrated a strong preference for
interlingual strategies over intralingual str:uegies. Borrowing was the CS used
most frequently by both groups while ELLs employed the retrieval strategy of
Self.Repair much more often than the LELLs.
5.S (mplicatioDs for tbe Fl Classroom
The lindin~s from this study of the CS use allbe adolescent EFI student may have
implic:l.lions lor ~uC3tOrs who work in the FI classroom. These implications may
include the following:
I. Adolescent EFI slUdents are capable of using CSs that adults use to bridge a
communication g:lp. EFI educators then. should be cognizant of and make
their students aware of the most effective strategies to foster greater
communicative success among their students.
, Since the subjects from both groups involved in the present study used more
ll·basai strategies than L1 -based strategies. the adolescent EFt sNdent may
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need more practice and instruction in the use of U-ba.sed strategies.
.>. 12 educators should receive training aboUI the role CSs play in developing the
CC of L2 students.
5.6 RKommead.tiODS for Further Rtsea~b
Based on the findings of this study, the following retommendations are proposed:
1. That this study be replicated using a larger sample to determine if the results
would hold for a larger population.
2. Thai a longitudinal study be undertaken to examine the CS use ofEFI
students from Grade Ten to Grade Twelve to detennine any differences in the
types ofCSs employed. as well as the paltem of strategy use as they progress
through the senior high EFt program.
3. That a study be undertaken to determine if explicit instruction in CSs could
le3d to increased usc of U-based strategies 3lTlong students learning a L2.
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My name is C<.>lIeen .\kGr:lth and I am a leacher at Q'Donel High SchooLl am presently
in me process ofcompleting a thesis which is the final requirement for a Masters of
Educalion in Te:u:hing and Learning at Memorial Universiry of ;..lewfoundland. This
thesis is being supervised by Dr. Glenn Loveless. The thesis consists of describing the
communication str:l.tcgics employed by Gr.l.de 12 Early French Immersion students.
This study requires the participation of the Early French Immersion class at O'Donel
High School completing an oral interview. The interview will take approximately 1S-20
minutes (0 complete and will be taped on audio-l:.1ssene. These inten:iews will be scored
by myself and anOlher colleague who is proficiem in French and .....ho is familiar with the
scoring procedure.
Participation by these students is on a \"oluntel:r basis. P:lnicipams havl: the right 10
withdraw from thl: study al any !lm~ and reirain from answering any questions h~she
wants 10 omit. The \:onlidentiality of all participants in th~ study will be rcspet:ted and at
no time will individu;lls or Ihl: school be identified..-\fter Ihe research h:lS been
completed.;lll audio C:lSsetles will be erased. The study has received the ;lpproval of the
F:lCulty oi Educ;ltion Ethics Review Cornmiuee. The results afmy research can be made
available to you on reque51.
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This ll:uer is seekin~ permission from thl:' board for students 10 panicipate in this study. [I'
this JXrmission is ~nle(L please complete and. return Ihe atUChed form to mc. I trust
this study meets with your 3pprov:ll. If you have any questions regarding Ihis matter.
please contact me 3t O'Donel High school at 364-5305. or:lt my home at 368·\713. You
may also contact my supervisor. Dr. Glenn Loveless at 729·3004 or the Associate Dean
of the Faculty of Educ:uion. Dr. linda Phillips at 7)7-8587. Thank-you for your time. I
look forward to nearing from you.
Sincerely.
Colleen McGr:uh
___________hereby give permission lor students within this
school board to take pan in a study designed by Colleen McGrath. determining the types
of communication SU'3h:gICS employed by Gl'3de 11 Early French Immersion students. I
understand Ihal participation is strictly voluntary and that participants can withdraw at
any lime. P:mkipation is slrictly voluntary with no individuals being ill.:ntitied.
Date Signature
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:'¥ty name is Colleen McGr.uh. and I am a teacher at O'Donel High School. I :un p~dy
in the process ofcompleting a thesis which is the final requirement for a Masters of
Education in Teaching and Learning at Memorial University of Newfoundland. This
thesis is being supervised by Dr. Glenn loveless. The thesis consists ofdescribing the
communic:lIion str.uegie<s employed by Grade 11 Early French Immersion students.
This study requires Ihe p:lJ1lclp'lIion of the Early French Immersion class at O'Donel
High School completing an oral imct"\·ie...... The interview will takc appro:<im.ucly 15-20
minutes to complete and will be taped on audio-c:lSSette. These interviews will be scored
by myself and another colleague who is proiicient in French and who is familiar with the
scoring procedure.
Pmiciparion by these studenls IS on a \'olunteer basis. Participants h3V~ (h~ right to
..... ithdraw from th~ study 31 any tim~ and refrain from answering:lIly questions heJsh~
wants 10 omit. The contid~tialilY orall p3rticipants in th~ study will be respected and 31
no tim~ will individuals or the school be identified..-\.ft~r th~ res~::arch h~s been
compl~lecI. all audio C:lSs~t1es will b~ erased. The study has received th~ approv3l of the
Faculty of Education Ethics R~vi~w Committee. The results ormy research can be made
availabl~ 10 you on request.
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This leaer is seeking permission from Iheadministration ofO'Donel High School for
studenlS 10 panicip:lIe in this study. [fthis pennission is granted, please complele and
return the ;lIt3ched form to me. [fyou require funher information regarding this matter.
you can contact me al 368-1713. You may also contact my supervisor Dr. CleM
Loveless at 729-3004 or !he Associate Dean of the Faculty of Education. Dr. Linda




___________hlereby give permission 'or students within
O'Donel High School to take pan in a study designed by Colleen ;vlcGralh, delennining
lh~ typ~s of communic;lIion slralegi~s employed by Grade 12 Early French immersion
students. I undersland that panicipation is sirictly volumary and thaI panicipants can




Letter to P:lfenlS and Consent Fonn
III
Dear Parent or Guanii;m :
~Iy name! is Coll~n ~IcGr.lth and [ am a leacher at O'Done! High School;md I am
presently in the! process of completing a thesis which is a requirement for a Masters of
Educalion in Teaching and Le!aming, with a conce!ntration in Second Language Learning,
at Memorial University of Newfoundland. This thesis is being supervised by Dr. Glenn
Loveless. ~Iy thesis consists l)f describing the! Iypes of communic:uion strategies
employed by Grade 12 Early French lmmersion stude!nls.
Your child's partiCIpation will consISt of particip:uing in an oral intet"vi,:w. Students will
be asked about 10 questions on the theme of hobbies. concerns oftoday's adolescents and
their plans for the future, and attempt to answer these questions to the best l)f Iheir abili[y.
The student interview should take about 15·20 minutes to complele. The student
interview will be recorded on audio cassette. The interviews will be analysed by myself
and anolher colleague prolicienl in Frtnch.
The purpose l)f this research is 10 detennine what specific communication sirategies
students use to com'ey a mess:lge when they e:<perience! difficulty e:<pressing their
thoughts in French.
Panicip:uion is strictly on a volunteer basis. Panicipants have the right to withdraw from
the study at any time and can refrain from answering any questions he or she is asked.
After Ihe re!search has been completed. all audio tapes will be erased. Conlidentiality of
all participants is assured and at no lime will individuals be identified by n:une. The
purpose of this study is not 10 c\'aluale your child. This study meets the guidelines of the
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Faculty of Education 31 \<Iemori:lllini,·~rsity ofXc"lfoundland. The results ormis study
can be made available to you upon request.
This letter therefore asking your pcnnission for your child to panicipate in this study. If
you arc willing to allow your child to panicipate in this study, please sign the fonn below
and return it to me. (fyou have any questions regarding this matter, please contact me at
364-5305 or 368-1713. You may also contact my supervisor Dr. Glenn loveless 011729-
3004 or Associate Dean orThe Faculty of Educ:ltion. Dr. Linda Phillips at 737-8587.
Thank-you for your time.
Sincerely.
Colleen McGrath
____________,{ parenti guardianl hl:reby give
permission for my child to t:li:e pan in a study investigating the types ofcommunication
slr.llcgies employed by Grade 11 Early French Immersion students. (understand that
permission is entirely volumary and thai my child andi Of I can withdraw pennission at










I. S:alutations. Comment ~a va:
., Peux-tu me parler un peLi de la famille pour commencer?
3. Quelle est 1:1 matiere preferee a l"eeolc"! Quelles activites prelC:res-tu iL
['ecole"?
... Peux-tu decrire une joumee typique:1 reeole?
5. QucHes sones d'xlivites fOlis-tLi quand III n'cs pas a ,'ecole? Fais-tu partie des
clubs ou des org:misalions?
6. Aim~-(U \¢;i spons? Aux\luels .:sHe que III joUl~s·.'
~. Penses-ILI que: noire SOCIete accorde If01' ,rattention ;lUX spons? ~lieu.'{ vaut
~n~r a des sujets plus serieux"!
8. Cn parent ;J-t-11Ie droit de dcm:mder 0. son enfant d'cnormes sacrifices
personnels pour developper chez lui un talent naturel?
9. Quelle esl ton emission favorite :i 101. lele et pourquoi?
10. Penses-tLi l.juc les adolescents et les aoolescenles accordenl lrop J"attention a
13tele:
II. Ou'cst<c qUI Ie iail rirc'.' R.xontc-moi \{uclque chose qUI S'O:SI passe pour tc
fanc nrc?
12, Si tu avais Ie choix. quc ferais-[u pendant Ics \'.xances d'e:te",1
13. QucUes pressions sont particuliercs au:":: adolesccnts ou aux adolcsccntes?
1~. Quels som tcs rhcs et tes projets pour I' a\·cnir'.1
15. Pourquoi CS·IU en immersion fr.I.lll;:lisc·? PenseHu qu'il est impon:lOt
,.rapprcndrc Ie fhull;ais au C:lOada"? Pcnses-Iu quc IU utiliser.lS II: t'r.ull;ais que IU
as appris quand [U liniras I'ecole'?
16. PcnseHu que Ic Quebec \"a se .separer du Canada? Penses-lu que Jean Charest
pcut causerdcs problemcs pour Ie Bloc Quebecois? Comment"?
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17. Comm.:nt sera It: Canada en ran 2050?
IS. Selon toL qu'esl.ce qu'un ami au une amie?






As discussed in chapter thret. the interview questions were designed to elicit spe«h
of varying forms and funclions. Since the interview schedule allowed for the interviewer to
adapl the questions to address the individual interesls of the students. the sudcnts' responses
do not necessarily match the fonnat of the questions.
The beginning of a new thoughl is indicated by a hyphen (.). If a word was used
in English. the symbol (English) is used. An hesitalions ofspeech arc denoted by either (ah),
(uh). (oh). or (pause\. If 31hought was inlerruplcd or unfinished. il is represenled. by Ihree
daIS (... 1. .-\ question mark C?) indicates inaudible speech. In order to ensure the
cllnlidentiality Ilt each student. it was essential nOI to mention the names Ilfpeople. places
Ilr objects thai could disclose their identily. The symbol t1denotes conlidenliality.
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Subject fin
Bonjour! Oui. et toi?
Ce matin. en particulier. j'ai trouve etait comme. je ne pouvais pas croire
qu'il y a encore une 3Ulre periode qui reste.
Pas exactement. mais. mais les examens en advanced placement (English)
commeneent mains deux semaines. Oui. its eommeneent dans deux semaines
de mereredi. Ma deuxieme examen c'est de math en deux semaines
d'aujaurd'hui alars j'ai beaueoup d'erudes afaire.
Qui. oui. mais. gen~ralement. on les t'boit tot comme juste un ou deux jours
apres avair !'boit des examens de AJ P alars an m'a pas Ixsain d'erudier encore.
J'ai une mere et un pere etj'ai une petite sceur qui s'appelle ( ). EUe a 13 ans
et e1le jaue dans un toumement de basketball aujourd'hui et demain. Jc suis
tres tiere d'clle et j'ai un (rere qui a 16 ans il est au deuxieme niveau de cene
ecole et it va ( '! ) la lin de semaine de Ie 14 maio
Oh. j'adoTe la biologie. Je ne la f'lis plus paree que j'ai termine Ie cours mais
sans question. je I'adore.
tci a I'eeole·.} Ok. (urn) Je ( ? I des chases paree que chaque apres midi
pendant. pendant Ie lunch pour Ie conseil de I',kole etje suis la presidentc du
club de I'environnffilcnt iei Ie "Green Vision" (Enlish). (Ah) je suis (ab) cclui
qui ( ah ) qui s'occupe de I'argent dans Ie USc. (Ah) quoi d'autre? Je suis un
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guide l~s soirs parent· proflahl quoi d'autre'? (Ahl Dieu il y p[usieurs d'autres
I:hoses mais j'ai aucune idee. J'ai tout resume chez moi parce que je n'emis
jamais souvenir mes et (pause) je suis jamais ennuyee.
Beh. alars. depuis que je crois les horlages sont 5 minutes plus tot maintenam.
j'arrive ici aI'ecole trap tot. fai rien afaire parce que mes aut:res amis ne sont
pas encore ici. Puis. on va ahomeroom (English) et on prend I'attendance
etj'aille ames classes. Dans Ie marinj'ai toujours (ah) les maths chaquejour,
Ai? math (English) et la preparation de calcul j'ai eu un espace qui etait
vide dans man homire alars on m'a mis dans ceoe c1asse. Je suis faire quelqe
chose. J'ai tout Ie cours deja fini alors je fais rien dans la classe et j'ai l'histoire
et Ie fran~ais aussi. Puis je vais chez moi pendant Ie lunch pour voir si j'ai
re~u de la paste.
Qui. des universites et de mes amis de ( I alors je. j'aille pour voir s'il y
i:tre l.i! Puis je retoume a I'ecole et je f:lis. j'ai toujours les I:Ours de AlP
pendant I'apres-midi. 101 chimie. la linerarure puis pour les prochaines deux.
semaines j'ai les classes apres I'ecole chaque jour jusqu\i4 heures puis, chez
moL f<1is les devoirs au les classes de danse ou les reunions des comites au
quai que ce soil. j'ai aucune idee. pas donnir.
Tres tOt. tres tot Ie malin. c'est generalemem pres <fune heure et demie.
Qui. oui. depuis novembre je fais alors (?)
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Oui,j'adore les spons beaucoup lahl je suis Ie numero un adminueur de rna
petite soeur avec Ie basketball etje ....ois tous les activites de sport ici aI'ecole
mais en plus de ~a je fais beaucoup, beaucoup la danse et Ie ballet et je suis
cenaine c'est un sport. On peut pas me dire que c'est pas, parce que je suis
cenaine je suis en aussi bonne forme que taus ceux qui font des auttes
activites.
Alors. je tais ~a depuis j'ctais lrOis ans et I'an passe c'emit la majorite des
chases je tais<lis. presque 3 heures chaque joumee. Je dansais avec taus mes
cours AlP cene annee. J'ai pas plus Ie faire mais tPAL'SE)je suis tres serieuse
pour la danse.
Qui parfois, et je suis cenaine je ne vais jamais quitter rna danse. mais je
trou\'e que les sciences c'est quelque chose qui peut m'anirer I'attention.
Non, je crois pas que la societe faire tahJ trop d'anention a les sports. Si on
les regarde d.ms les ecoles tPACSE) les personne ant des habilites.les traits
tres differents on peUl tmS expecter que tout Ie monde \'a etre a interesse dans
leur sujet, dans 101 matiere de I'ecole au dans Ie club d'environnement ou quoi
que ce soit les C?) et les sports a I'abilite d'augmenler la contiance des et
(PAUSE) je crois que c'est un interet. et c'esll'anention positive alors, si ~a
influence positive sur tant ('?) beaucoup de personnes et ci ~a ne leur rend pas
les difficultes et sont pas dans les difficultes avec 101 loi ou quoi que ce soit,
1:!5
\:'est une bonne chose.
Beh non. ils ant Ie droit de demander mais n'ont pas Ie droit de I'enforcer s'il
y a une personne. it y a un parent qui me dit Louise pratiquez ballet chaque
jour et si non. ru vas. !U n'as pas Ie droit de sortir chez toi. evenruellement
I'enfant va detester leur span au I'activite tandis que s'i1s ant Ie rcnforcement
positit: \:omme. si tu fais tes pratiques c'cst, iI y a des bons resuhats et (ah) c'cst
quelque chose qui va te beneficier mais ne I'enforce pas. Ie laisse al'enfant a
decider. ils vont. c'est une influence beaucoup plus positive que dire ru as
besoin de faire lfa.
~Ioi. j'adore les X-Files. J'adore Scully el Muldar. ils sont cxcellents.
Juste pour que David Duchovny peut etre avec son man. Beh, je trouve que
l'emission t:st. est tellement inte11igent que la grande theme et les grandes
hisloires de. des X·Files. c'est c:omme. un soap-opera (English) mais c'est plus
intelligent et je ttouve que. qu'il y a tellement de tondations sc:ienrifiques dans
I'emission et que, que tOUles les histoircs sont tellement bien pensees. Je
crouvc que c'est excellent.
IAh) Oui. parce queje ne ns pas. Mes amis et mon copain, la premiere chose
qu'il m'Ont dit. ''Tu n'as pas de sens d'humeur tu sais lfU" et iI m'a dit plusieurs
fois. En tous cas. il etait quelqu'un qui etait capable de me faire rire mais j'ai
aucune idee pourquoi. juste 1es petites choses qu'il faisait ou (ah) fai un autre
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ami. il s'appelle ( ) et il est juste fau. II n'a aucune idee du mande qui passe
autour de lui et parfois les chases qu'il dit qui est complelemem pas dans
contexte a\'e( Ie vrai monde. c'est (). Et Ie "Full Monty". J'ai vu ce film. (ah)
il y a rrois semaines ou 4 semaines et moL je ne ris jamais a les films mais ce
film etait excellent C'elait tellement drOle. Juste les situations dans Ie film
comme I'homme qui ctait. qui etait couvert de saran wmp (English) mais qui
mangeait en meme temps une barre au chocolat et pensait comme. tr3 vais tOUI
pareil ( ).
Moi.je parle de ~a beaucoup avec rna mere maintenam. (Ah) J'ai pas besoin
de lrou..-er un emploi d'cte. J'ai assez d'argenr des bourses et tout c;:a pour ne
pas a..-oir besoin etre conceme :i propos de I'universite alors. si c'etait mon
choix. je dormirais chaque soir m:lis pendant le-s joumees. j'aimerais f:lire
beaucoup d'octivites volontiers (ah) en particulier dans les, dans les, je faisais
les aClivites medicales aVe( comme la societe de cancer. J'ai fais un discours
I'autre soir pour eux et ils m'om dOMe un numero de telephone pour aller faire
Ie travail volomaire aVe( eux et a..·cc Ie croix rouge Ct ('~) 51. Clare's et quelque
chose comme c;:a. J'aimerais (aire les activites volontiers paree que j'ai Ie temps
pour Ie f:lire et c'est quelque chose qui m'imeret et je crois que lf3 sera. je
pourrais faire une difference dans les. dans les vies des auU'eS, alors, c'est
quclque chose j'aimerais faire.
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(Urn) lei it ( ) au mom~nt. je erois que la plus grande pression. Ie grand
probleme qui coneeme I~s adolescents est comme les drogues. I'alcool. On
entend dire toujours. mais je crois que c'est un probleme qui est tellement
cliche. comme chaque generation ont des problemes avec des alcoals et les
drogues. On ne peut pas me dire que mes parents n'etaient pas dans les memes
situations que moi quand i1s me dit chaque jour "(Ah) tu pew: discuter
n'impone quoi avec nous parce que. parce qu'on clait Iii une fois aussi, alors
je suis eenaine que les memes problcmes qui nous atTeclem. leur ant affecte,
mais .;;'est plutot que les medias (English) (?) il fait beaucoup plus grand que
e\~st vraimenl alars. un autre grand probleme c'est 13 faljon que les jeunes sont
faits. som conljus dans Ie media., camme on dit que les jeunes aujourd'hui dit,
qu'est ee qui s'est passe mais on n'est pas plus pire qu~ I~s autres generations.
le suis .;;enaine (ahl un autre grand probleme, pression plutot, pour les
personnes au troisieme niveau C'e5I. c'est recevoir les marques au les nOles
pour. pour. la reste de leur futur vraimem. Les notes qu'on recoit cene annee
vom decider Ie course (English)de 1a reste de notre vie. som alles a l'universite
ou rester pour un autre an.
Etje rrouve c'est pas vraimentjuste mais. mais dans 13 societe d'aujourd'hui iI
y a tellement de personnes qui peut taire tellement de choses et. et je travaille
avec un homme de Coree eet etc et il m'a dit il y a des centaines et des
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centaines ~t des milliers de personnes. les ~nfants de man age aCoree. qui va
a \'ecol~ de 8 h jusqu'il. 5 h chaque jour. puis i1s vont a la maison et fait les
devoirs jusqu'a une heure du soir et se levent la prochaine joumee pour faire
I'e:tacte meme chose. Le seul jour de qu'ils n'ont pas d'ecole c'est dirnanche et
i1s travaillent tellement foftS et meme Ie personnes qui reljoivent les 90's,
chaque. comme un moyenne de 90 sont pas acceptes dans les universites en
Coree parce que c'est tellement competitive alors. il. iI y a tellement de
pression des domain~s comme lja ~t ces personnes et les autres personnes qui
riussit;i un Ires haut niveau qui r?) les a\"antages dans la vie alors, c'est, c'est
pas josle qu'il y a tellement de pression d'etre tellement parfait. mais la realite
que Ie monde veut seulement des personnes qui peuvent reussir aun tellement
haut niveau.
Ok. mes rives et mes projets pour I'avenir c'est (:) reussir a I'universile non.
j'aimerais aller .=rudier Ie biochem (English) it Memorial. puis j'aimerais
prendre rna maitre dans la biotechnologie a I'universite McMaster parce qu'ils
om Ie programme j'aimerais suivre. Ensuite. j'aimernis retoumer iei pour aller
a I'ecole medicate pour erudier I'epidiemiology (English) qui l'erude les
maladies et des uutres chases dans la societe (ah) comme Ebola (English)
dans l'Afrique du Sud. II y a quelques annees il y a des epidemiologues qui
sont allees I'etudier et avec ma connaissance de la biolechnologie Ie (?) et Ie
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biochem a~'ant I'tkale medicale.j'aimerais rrouver peut·~tre les causes et peut-
etTe les gucrisons pour ces maladies. Alars c'est ce qui m'interet. C'est un peu
pas Cool mais. c'est ce qui m'interet.
(Ab) En premier,je suis seulement en immersion fran.;aise parce que rna mere
m'a Mis en frunljais avec ma meilleure amie de matemelle et sa mere nous a
mis a I'ecole ensemble. C'etaitjuste paree que rna mere c:tait un profa I'ecole
et elle a emendu que c'etait un nouveau programme et on va enregistrer
plusieurs en rants et rna mere a dit. ok. on va mettre Louise Ii dedans. En
neuvieme niveau rna mere m'a donne 13 chaix de sonir de I'immersion ou
rester. ~on frere a sarti. J'ai reste paree que il y a beaucoup. it y 3. tellement
differents opportunites qui sont ouvenes i les personnes qui sachent deux
langues. eet ete je suis allee faire une competition de technologie a I ) a
I'universile en Sherbrooke. C'etait completement fronc;ais pendant un mois. J'ai
vis dans les residences et tout Ie monde d'autre qui c:tait la. etait de Quebec qui
parlaitjuste franc;ais. Taus roes cours. commeje fais les cours dans les (?) et
les autres cours comme c;a completementen frunc;ais et lja m'a prouve queje
suis maintenant capable de communiquer avec des francophones. <;a m'ouvene
les portes parce qu'il y a. il y a tam de differentes personnes maintenantje pe:ux
communiquer avec. Alars c;a me donne I'acces et plus de connaissance.
Qui absolument ace point en paniculier avec Ie debat de I'unite nationale. Je
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pense que c'est important pour Ies personnes iei au Canada d'apprendre des
deux l<l.nques pour comprendre qu'il y a une aurre societe. Les personnes qui
sont completement ignorants de I'autre societe au Canada et qui o'onl aucun
interet en apprendre Ie fram;ais sont ceux qui dit. (ah) les fiancophones laissez·
les partir. on n'a pas besoin mais apprendre une autre langue c'est une grande
partie de notre fuNr alors. pour etre un canadien complet. on doit comprendre
les comme, tOllS 1es aspects des autres personnes.
Finiras I'ecole secondaire'? Absolument parce que j'ili tellement d'amis en
Quebec'maintenant de mon experience de I'ete: qui vieRI de passer et tous mes
amis soot bilingues mais its m'ont jamais parle en ::mglais puree que je I'avais
dit. Je suis ici pour jusle faire Ie franc;ais. O1lors. maintenant on se telephone,
on ecrit les E-mail. on tait la posle et c'est totalement en fran~ais. Je ne veux
jamais perdre man franl;ais. En plus. lfa se peut que je vais conlinuer man
6:iucation. pe:ut-etrt en Quebec quelque pan au. ou jusle pour communiquer
a,,"ec des pe:rsonnes des aUITes pays et Ie reste du monde. Si je continue avec
mes erudes. je vais faire les travaux dans. je vais faire. la connaissance de
beaucoup de personnes dans les auITes pays. uutres culrures. c'est juste un
avuOlage d'avoir des aUITes langues parte que je suis certaine que pas tout Ie
monde parlait I'anglais.
Cest une question excellente. 1'etais la directr'ice du programme de la
13\
conference Youth on L'nity 98. il y a quelques mois et (ah) c'etailjuste Quebec.
c:st<e que i;3 va separer. est-ce qu'an doit Ie garder (ah) pour Ie moment, moi,
je dis que j'espere que l;a va vniment rester ici. (Ah) C'est seulement
mainlenant que les persOMe5 commencent acomprendre les problemes sont.
C'est pas juste un probleme du Quebec, c'est un grand probleme de Canada el
si les personnes ici en Terre·Neuve au en Colombie Britannique au IQut Ie
reste du pays peut convaincre ies penonnes de Quebec. vous etes une panie
de notre pays e1 '''CllS eles imponam.j'espere qu'ils vonl essayer mais sur I'autre
cote.les Quebecois sont. iI y a comme 50% du pays. du (PALiSE) province
que veut separer mais meme quand j'etais 13 pendant Ie mois, il y avail des
personnes qui m'ont dil. Tu viens de Terre·Neuve. qu'est-ce que tu fais ici et
on veut plus faire pani~ du Canad:1 etje suis comme. j'ai aucune idee quoi dire
Ii ces personnes mais (3h) on doit comprendre que c'est jusle un demi de la
population qui \'eut separer. l'autre demi l:St. sont les Canadiens. Its veulent
rester ici alors. j'ai aucune idee s'ils vont separer ou non. mais moi. j'espere que
Oh. je n'ai aucune idee. J~ sens que je sais pas. je ne sais pas assez de la
politiqu~ de km Charest et il vient de changer panis maintenant avec Ie pani
Quebecois.
En mane temps, notre premier ministre moi je crois il est tres populaire. II est
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un e:'<cellem premier ministre et tPAL:SE} je ,LONG PALS E) l?) (PAliSE)
je ne crois pas que Jean Charest va causer plus de problemes que aucune
d'autre leader (English) paree que les personnes dOlt savoir que c'est pas juste
un (leader) qui est populaire c'est les politiques des pards alors. si, s'it est bon
et il peut nous convaincre que les politiques du pani sont les mieux au sont
superieures au.'t autres potiliques alors.~ va causer des problemes mais, mais.
s'it estjustecomme chaque autre leader (English) que Ie pani ajamais cu. ~
V3 pas causer une difference. Je pense que c'est plutat les poliliques du pani
et pas celul qui guide Ie parti.
Clio va plus eIre Ie pays du Canada. ~a sera Ie pays de Terre-Neuve. ('est pas
vraL La Republique de Terre-Neuve. Je crois qu-en I'an 2050 Ie Canada va,
il est deja un pouvoir mondiaux. je crois que. par ce temps \'a nous avoir etabli
un pouvoir presque plus fort que les Etats Unis parce que nous aucions une
qualite de vie ici qui est beaucoup superieure aux autres pays. En plus de P.
la democratie iei en Canada. ~a marche beaucoup mieu:'< que celui des EEats-
Unis. Les personnes iei ont les avantages et les soins. 115 sont beaucoup plus
egals qui (?) dans les Etats-Unis. En plus de (fa. je crois que Ie Quebec dans
mon opinion (fa va rester avec Ie Canada. :'Iious 3vons un pouvoir economique
:lIars. je crois. je crois que ~a sera un bon elat paree qu'on a les programmes
deja qui sont tellement excellents et et Ie Canada., ~a grandit. c'es!. c'est (1) les
IJJ
personnes avec plus de talent. des habilites. ROlre systeme d'education est
e:tcellent. alars je ne peu.~ pas voir une destruction ou on regressement du
Canadaje crois qu'on va devenir un pouvoir mondial beaucoup plus
d'influence, beaucoup plus de pouvoir que jamais.
Ok, une arnie. c'est quelqu'un qui panage les inten~ts avec loi et c'est pas
seulement les intcrets comme la daRse. Ma meilleure amie ctail dans rna classe
de danse depuis je suis 5 ans alars je 1a connaisse bien de la danse mais, mon
autre meilleur ami c'est un gars qui n'a aucun interet dans 1a danse. en eifel. il
est terrible Ii danser. C'est pas jusle les inlcrets. les inlerets socials. c'est les
inle-relS de personnalite. 51 on peut voir Ie mande la meme fOltyoR ou meme si
on ne voit pas Ie mende d'une faeron cxactement las meme. si on peut, si on
peut apporter les interets. les opinions sur les sujetS qui qui qui se rnelent qui
rnetangent tres beaux. Aussi un ami doit etre quelqu'un qui est patient et si on
est un peu fou. si on dit les chases qui sont un peu ridicules. (ah) un ami n'est
pas quelqu'un qui dit oh Tu es un fou allez. va-t-on on veut pas entendre tes
idees. C'est quelqu'un qui est ouven a[Cutes tes idees, qui est capable de rire
.i toi qui est capable d'etre toujours la si quelque chose ne va pas (PAUSE) et
c'est. c'est juste quelqu'un qu'on s'accorde bien avec.
(ah) Pour etre vrairnent content dans 101 vie.je crois qu'on doit faire des choses
qui nous rendent content comme j'etudie Ie biochem (ENGLISH) rnais disant
qu~ m~ parents ant \'oulu que je suis un a\'ocat mais j'ai aucun interet d'etre
un avocat rnais je Ie fait juste pour donner la plaisir arnes parents, Dans ce
cas. rna vie ne serail pas conlent parce que je ne fais pas les chases qui
m'interet et que je. j'aime faire (PAUSE) (ah) (PAUSE) Je pense que Ie
contentement. c'esl pas une mesure: de: succes on vie:nl de lire (uh) Death of a
Salesman (E~GLlSH) dans AlP Lil (ENGLISH) et C'emil, c'est un livre tout
a propos du reve americain, d'avoir une grande auto. faire: be:aucoup d'argent,
avoir une famille el ~a c'est la definition de: la contente:me:nt. mais n'etait que
lao la caractere: avail cene vie rnais il n'etait pas contenl avec "a. Ie crais qu'on
doit suine ce qu'on, ce qui nous interet elan doit pas lb.ire les comprornisjusle
pour etrt populaire ou jusle pour accorder avec les autres personnes. En
m~me temps on peut pas faire les grands debats avec les autres personnes on
doit essayer de nOlfe mieux de s'acc:order avec tout Ie monde mais. mais on
doil sui\'re les choses qui nous Ibil contents.
I3S
Subject Twcn(y
Bonjour. Qui. ~a va bien
(1) Ma Camille sc compose de cing personnes. moi. rna soeur jumelle ( ) el j'ai
une autre socur aussi et. alors( ...)
Matiere prcferee a('ecole est probablement mathematiques. C'est interessant.
C'est pas eonuyeux alars (...)
Peut-etre I'orchestre. La clarinene
Joumee typique it ['ecole? Ah. (PAUSE) travail1e. Travaille et Parler! C'est
tout. Beaucoup de travail.
(Urn) Peut etre (PAUSE) aller maganiser (ab) parler au telephone. lire, jauer
les spons camme Ie soccer.
Qui
C'esl IPAUSE) je. je, c'est un petit peu. c'est demi demi maisje pense qu'an
doit concenrrer plus aux problemes plus importantes maintenant parce que nos,
pendant les annees et au cours de ces annees, Ie mande change alars on doit se
concenrrer sur les problemes les plus serieuses pour les generations futures.
Nonje ne pense pas. Je pense que les parents doivent (ah) te rester sur ta cote.
mais ne pas pusher. poussez trop pour (ah) parce que c'est toi qui a Ie rive et
pas tes parents. lis doivent te supponer mais c'est toi qui doit (ah) (PAUSE)
Ie (urn) (urn) realiser ce reve et pas tes parents. lis peuvent te supponer.
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:vIon emission favorile est Dawson's Creek parce que les ga~ons sont beaux.
Vendredi. Mais c'est <lussi. c'est.je pense que c'est aussi sur lundi. nya un
autre jour mals...
Un Peu. Un peu parce qu'il y en a des emissions (urn) que, ils influencent les
vies des jeunes maintenant et (ah) c;:a peut etre bon mais dans cenains cas c'est
mal parce que it. des (ois des emissions ne sont pas la vie camme era doit etre
comme c'est trop, trop exagere, aloIS (PAUSE) comme des emissions
opeTaS,mais je pense un peu. half and half(English)..
(Urn) amusant? C'est. alars. (urn) pendant I'aonee je pense que c'est sur Ie
jour de (urn) dans avril (PAUSE) ou tu dis un blaque (ah) moi el rna soeur ont
change les classes et (ah) Ie professcurn'a pas s6 alOTs que la deuxieme periode
de la joumee et e'est. c'est c'elait jusle. Qui. c'e:tait drOle.
(Urn) (PAUSE) un petit peu de la(um) manger un peu, maganiser encore.
('est toujours la cas. c'est comme (like) (English) chaque tois que, allais
a Ie. (urn) aIe magasin quelque chose acheter un nouveau vetement semaine
{ah} la semaine apres c'est comme. on a besoin d'aller encore.
Pressions? (Um) C'est, c'est vrai que (urn) toutes les adolescentes essayent de
etre beaucoup, essaye d'etre ce que qu'ils sont pas et les drogues et l'a1coal, ca
influence beaucoup les jeunes aujourd'hui et (um) et aussi c'at les amis qui,
que to penses que. qui soot tes amis ne SOOt pas. parte qu'its influc:ocent par la
IJ7
pression de ces choses.
Mes reves (urn) pour finir I'ecole premieremenr et pour aller a ('universite et
jusle pour travailler pour avoir un bon emploi et une famille.
parce que j'adore fran~ais
Qui parce que Ie Canada c'est compose de deux langues officielles et je pense
que (ah) c'est interessant. c'est ton heritage alors je pense qu'on doit Ie savoir.
Je ne sais pas. Peut-etre. Mais si je voyage beaucoup, c'est une avantage.
fespere que mono Je ne vell.' pas mais (uh)je ne sais pas. C'est quelqe chose
qu'an doit. 9r.r;c~ un petit peu. demi. demi.
Je pense que oui part:c que c'estjuscc parce qu'il y en a beaucoup de 101 part de
l'independance et tout ~a de Ie Quebec eeje pense qu'il (PAUSE) je ne sais pas
je jusle pense que Qui. it a une influence sur Ie sujet
Comment sera Ie Canada? Camme pays? Qui. beaucoup de technologic. Je
pense qu'un ordinateur est. va comr6lertout {urn)j'espere que il ne va pas avoil'
beaucoup de la guerre (PAUSE) avec les aunes pays (urn) (PAUSE) Je pense
que (PAUSE) c'est. la technologie va influencer beaucoup de la vie de les
jeunes et aussi (urn) les (urn) les adolescents.
~a definition d'un ami est personne qui (PAUSE) t'ecoute qui te cornprend
(PAUSE) el qui essaye d'aider avec les problernes que vous avez et (urn) jusle
quelqu'un que ru peux parler a et (...)
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On fait tous les chases ensemble an peut echanger des vetements. J'en ai une
aucre soeur aussi alars.
Je pense qu'an devrail pas cancentrer sur taules nos, nos choses negatives de




(Ah) oui.lf:l va [Tt~S bien.
Ok, j'ai mon peTe ( )et j'ai rna mere ( )j'ai une petite soeur (). Maintc:nant elle
est au elementaire.
Probablement l'histoire.
Pour un peu de temps fai fait partie du club de drama (ENGLISH) ct je ne
s'interesse pas au beaucoup de choses qui s'offrent ici.
Ah je ( ) j'allais aux classes jusqu'a diner. Pour diner je vais ala maison. Je
retoume avec 15 minutes qui restenl au diner et on va au cafeteria pour avoir
du "Slushies" (ENGLISH) du bon francais et puis il y a deux BUttes periodes
dans "apres-midi et c'est tout!
Activities comme les sports? (Urn) il n'y a pas beaucoup j'aime lire vraiment.
Ie construire les (urn) les modeles ('n Et i;a prend beaucoup de mon temps.
Non. pas vraiment. Ie faire pour Ie fun. mais pas je n'aime pas Ie competitive
que I'emphasis que beaucoup de pe:rsonnes mise sur Ie. Je veu."( seulement faire
pour Ie fun.
Qui, ici 3 ( ) et vraiment cene ecole si ce n'est pas sports, c'est rien vrniment.
Non.je pense pas. Je pense que creSt important de developper un talent mais
on doit arreter t;a jusqu'au niveau au la personne peut faire la decision leur-
meme et pas les parents nous dit qu'on doit faire ~a parce que je Ie dis.
I-W
On. (Ah) \4:01 j'aime les emissions de Star Trek personellement. Je ne sais
pas pourquoi rnais ca m'interesse. Ma tante I'a regardee premierement etj'ai
regarde avec eUe et c'est quelque chose qui a developpe de ca.
nya des (PAUSE) qui laissent la television contr61er leur vie. Qui (ah) je
pense pas que c'est un grand probleme pour beaucoup. non.
(Ab) Je ne sais pas! Des choses. Les comedies. Les choses qui soot drOles.
n y a beaucoup de choses. II n'y a pas une seule chose. Ca deend sur les
emotions et tout (fa.
Ah si j'ai Ie ehoix? Premierement mon live est d'aller en Europe pour toute
l'ete. Pas de. ne pensez pas d'argem, juste aller. mais c'est un reve.
Ok, la grande pression pour boirt el fumer les drogues, it y a taujours lja ct
aussi 13 pression de a I'ecole. c'est mon demiere annee maintenant. Jc dais
faire bien.
(Umjla Classe en [outeje crois. ouije pense et (ah) c'est la. lOut Ie monde,
dans I." tete de toute Ie monde.
~es reves et mes projets. tUrn) Un de mes reves es[ je veux se joindre.
Ie militaire. (ah) non, ou on voyage en mer. c;a c'est qu'est-ce que je veux
[aire. Ou. je veu=< etr psychologist.
tAb) raime la chance que c;a me dOMe. Maintenant je parle une. la deuxierne
langue of'ficielle de notre pays. C'est quelque chose tres importante je pense.
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.-\h oui. je pense que tout Ie monde dait sav ... dait savoir un petit peu. assez
pour avoir une conversation pour camme. donner des directions ou quelque
chose camme c;;a.
fespere. 1e ne ~is pas SI je vais. mais j'espere que j'ai avoir la chance.
1e doute. Seulemen[ SI quelque chose se passe comme a Ie October Crisis
(English) encore. Peu[-etre ca va vraiment enerver mais 51 quelque chose
camme era ne se passe pas cui, je pense qu'ils reslaient.
Oui.je pense que aui. Quijc: pense (PAUSE) il a Ie pouvoir s'i1 veut. de. de
prendre Quebec en nouvelle direction.
IAh) Je ne sais pas. 1e ne veux pas meme.. faurais 70. alors. c;;a va etre £res
differente. mais je ne sais pas comment.
Ok. un ami. est qudqu'un qui est hi pour lOi ct qui VOllS v;), eIre la pour. ('est
une personne qui ne juge pas les qualites sur la surfac~ mais qui est plus
conceme avec la pelSonne la- dedans.
lAh) On doit faire qu'est-ce qu'on veut pas qu'est-ce que nous sommes dites
a faire. (Inaudible) Comme on doit ameliorer (?) parce qu'on veut, mais on
veut. si. si on vc:ut voyager. on va. on doit voyager ou si on veut etre (ah) un
psychologist. on veut, on doit faire "a et pas quelque chose au I'argent. pour
I'argent.
Subject Two
Bien sur. lab). moi je suis I'aim~ de trois enfants. mon freTe dans niveau deux
el rna soeur ~st dans niveau un et ma mere s'appclle ( ) et mon peTe. iI
s'appelle( ).
Je pense que rna matiere preferee a l'ecole c'est la linerature et la langage parce
que j'aime ecrire etje veux etre un joumaliste quandje suis plus age.
(Ah), a'l'ecole.je pense que Ie grad bien sur est un grand evenement etj'aime
regarder les jeux de basketball. J'aime les spons aussi. Je suis panie.je fais
beaucoup d'activities volontiers.
Une joumee typique aI'ecole.lah).j'arri\,·e aI'ecole un peu pres 10 minutes
avant huit et dans Ie matin j'ai les cours comme I'histoire. Ie fran~ais, Ie
culture. l'histoire. culturelle de T~lTe·Neuve. (aM. puis je. peUl...ctre dans
l'apres·midi j'ai la chimie. la physique et la linerature et un pratique avec
I'orchesne. Des lois je suis a I'ecole jusqu':i 4 heures.
J'ai une grande liste je pense. Ah. je suis la vice·~hair (Englishlde la vice
chairperson de la Youth Crime Prevention comminee.\ English) je suis panie
de la anti-violence campaign (English) icLles ....enturers.lEnglish) les panis de
les Scouts. (English) je suis un leader (English)avec les castors et je suis
beaucoup.je suis sur Ie Safe·Grad Comminee, (English) beaucoup de choses,
je SUls toujours (ab) Je dais essayer de trouver Ie temps pour faire Ie travail a
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I'(cole.
Oh bien sur. j'aime les spons. l;:l ,'est. mono une grande partie de rna vie. le
joue Ie baseball et c'est la seule que je joue competitivement. (ah), je, j'aime
regarder tous les sports je suis un grand fan de TSN.(English)
(All) je pense pas que c'est. iI ya trop d'anention sur les sports. je pense que
les sports sont une bonne panie de la vie parce qu'ils sont (PAUSE) its Ie
provide (English) I'amusement pour beaucoup de personnes et un travail pour
des :luttes. its cm:nt bcaucoup d'emplois. i1s donnent beaucoup d'argent a
I'economic et bien sur. les athletes prend beaucoup d'argent de I'economie mais
c'est 13 societe je pense. Bien sur. it y a des sujets serieux aussi. mais je pense
~a va dire que les spons doivent etre sur Ie bad.bumer., English}
IAIlI je pense pas des (normes sacrifices pcrsonels parce que lout Ie monde
doit avoir une vie sociale el une ve personel1e aussi. IL·ml. s'il y a cene
personne. eet enfam a un talent bien sur. il doit Ie developpe:r et essayer d'erre
Ie meilleur il pe:ut·etre. mais je pense que ce n'est pas. Ie pere n'a pas Ie droit
de la demander des sacrifices personels comme, tout Ie monde doit avoir une
vie personelle.
Je pense que. lah), j'aime beaucoup les sportS bien sur et j'aime Seinfeld. Je
suis desole que ~a va pas continuer.
(Ahl. certains oui. :\1oi, ave<: tout les activites.je n'ai pas toujours Ie temps de
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regarder In lele, mais je pense qu'il '! a d'autres qui. qui c'est presque tout qu'ils
fait et peut-etre. essayer de plus de temps avec leur travail scholaire ou des
choses positives, meme d'aller dehors.
(Ah),j'aime ah. Ie sarcasme, j'aime Seinfeld etj'aime regarder This Hour has
22 Minutes et The Royal Canadian Air Farce etj'aime. camme avec roes amis
on peut like on peut teaser (English) les uns les autres, {aquiner. <;a me fait
rire beaucoup. J'aime etre avec mes amis.
Je pense que j'aimerais passer I'ete it Toronto en jouant pour les Blue Jays, SI
j'avais Ie choix.j'elais aToronto en 1991 en regardan! deuxjeux avec les Blue
Jays etj'etais dans mon glory.(Englishl
(Ah) il y a beaucoup. camme c'est facile d'essayer les cigarenes. I'alcool et les
drogues et les. peut- etre de voler d'erre. d'avoir. Ie si. d'a.....oir de l'argent de
.....oler des parents. En tmvaillant avec Ie Crime Prevention (English) j'ai vu
beaucoup de <;a. 1\ y a beaucoup d'adolescenls qui ant des questions apropos
de la Teenage Pregnancy.(Englishl [J y a beaucoup, c'est pas assez facile d'etre
adolescent comme beaucoup de personnes pensent!
Je voudrais jouer Ie base ball professionel. mais je ne sais pas si je suis cut out
{English) pour lfa. J'aimerais erre un joumaliste tuhl peut·etre un joumaliste
des sports (uh) j'ai dit quelques fois. j'ai dit quelque fois je vais prendre
I'emplois de Ron McClean sur Ie soir de l'hockey canadien alars, je ne sais pas
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:iije vais "'oir Don Cherry.
Je vais commencer av~c ~liN je pense tah) ici a St. Je:m el d'aurre part pour
fair Ie joumalisme peut-cITe a Kings College a :"lollveau Brunswick? Non.
Nouvelle·ecosse. Je vais aller de lit et j'aime eerire et l;0l va etre une partie de
lAh) Je suis en immersion francaise (ah) (well) (ENGLISH) premierement
mes parents m'ont mel dans Ie mais lah) je I'aime. Je pense qu'j( y a beaucoup
de benetices pour fairr: Ie franlfais pour d'etre bilingue. ,'est plus de chance
;lvec les emplois plus de chance pour communiquer (inaudible). Le fran~ais
ouvre bt:aucoup d'autres pones comme n'impone quel d'autrc language.D'ctre
capable de parler l'anglais. seulement. peut· etrt fenner des ces portes. D'etre
capable de communiquer dans I~ .mlres langues t PALS E) plus facile.
Bien sur. ,'est (uh) un de nos langues offieielles. c'est un parti. pas seulement
I'heritage du Quebec mais aussi, it y a beaueoup de francophones partout au
Canada meme iei il Tem:·Neuve, de Pon·au·Port. St. Georges. C'est un grand
pllrti de notre heritage je pense, on doit Ie garder comme ~a.
Je pense que oui. Peut-etrcje vais prendre des eours a i'universite d'ameliorer
mon (ranpis. Et comme tu as dit. c'est peut-~tre un joumaiiste. Je pense que
je vais I'uliliser si je vais etre dans eet emploi.
(Ah) Je pense que non. Je pense que les separaristes et Ie Bloc vont essayer.
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(Inaudible) les Lucien Bouchards el les Jacques Parizeau du monde vont
continuer d'avoir referendum apres referendum, mais je pense que Ie Canada
est lr0P fon et il y a trop de personnes ici a Canada qui veut vraiment Ie
Canada d'erre fort et uni et ils ne vont pas laisseT les separer.
(Ah) Cui. je pense qu'il peut. it est un (uh) (ah). Bien sur. il est un adversaire
fon pour Ie Bloc. parel: qui'il beaucoup d'influence fran~ais. les fran~ais lui
aime (PAUSE) il est beaucoup plus populaireje vais dire au Canada especially
(ENGLISH) de Bouchard ou quelques. les personnes (amme !fa. Je crais qu'i1
est une adversaire fort pour, et je pense qu'i1 va chez de la campaign
(ENGLISH) de garder Ie Quebec en C:l.n.::lda et garder un pays.
Je pense que !fa va ctre un pays avanc':. plus avanc': (uh) que maintenant. Je
pense que ~a va inclure Quebec, tahl Quebec va encore etre panie. (Ah) Ie
pense (inaudible) il 'f a moins d'equipes de span professionelles dans l'hockey
(ah) lPAUSE) paree que I'argent n\~sljuSte pas 13 non beaucoup. C'a va ctre
probablement Ie :vIonireal el Toronto qui vont reSler. (Ah) (PAUSE) les
conditions de vie '·ont erre amclioreesje pense et(LONG PAUSE) en 50 ans.
Ie ne sais pas, on peut avoir de autos qui volent.
Ah. un ami au une amie est une personne que lU peux. conlier dedans. Tu peux
(ah) trust (E GUSH) qui a honnetement . (ab) • et. (ah). its ne vont pas parler
a propos de loi au d'autres personnes derriere ton dos. c'est il vont (ah)
'.7
tPAL:SEl il \Ont lPAL'SEl passer du temps avec VOllS c'est Ie tnlst el
l'honnetemenl.
Je pense mais les santes les amis (inaudible).
Pour etre vraiment content dans la vie. on. premierement. on doh avoir notre
sante. done. prenez $Oin de notre corps (all) on doit avoir 101 famille et les amis
paree que c'est vraiment imponant d'avoir des personnes que sont praches a
vaus dans ta vie (all) on doit avoir I'argem (inaudible) popular belief
(ENGLISH). ('est tres important aujourd'hui. un. un. un emploi qu'an aime
eSI necessaire paree qu'on doit pas passer du temps en faisan! quelque chose
qu'on aime pas c'cst une combination des chases comme ca.
Subject :"/ineteen
Je suis un cnfam unique. ('est seulement moi et mes deux parents etj'ai deux
chiens et c'est vraiment tout. Ma mere a une soeur et trois freres et beaucoup
de mes cousins el cousines habitem en Onlario.
Probablement la biologie. parce que je suis interessee avec les animaux et les
sciences etje veux taire Ie travail au vous occupez les.les animaux qui sont
malades.
le basketball. parce que c'esl man spon tavori et beaucoup de mes amis
jouem sur I'equipe elan a gagne Ie championship (English) provincial. ('elait
une bonne annee.
(Ah)je renm: aI'«:ole environ 8 h etj'allais aux classes et pour Ie diner je reste
ici. Probablement apres I'«:ole j'ai un jeu Ie basketball. au on pratique. ou
n'impone quai. mais pas beaucoup.juste aller aux classes, Des fois je reste ici
pour lunch. si j'ai man aUla je vais aller quelque pan mais pour la plupan, je
Teste ki-
Je joue sur I'equipe de basketball aussi etje joue Ie piano.je prends des lec;ons
de piano et (PAL'SE) pendant 5 ou 6 heures par semaine je fais quelque chose
a\'ec Ie basketball.
Des fois je pense que oui, comme I'argent que taus les spans et les pcrsonnes
1.9
qui jouent les spons gagnent. je pense cst un peu trop et on met [rop de valeur
sur 1;3 mais. je pense que c'cst bon les sports. ';3 donne 101 chance de comme
rencentre bcaucoup de personnes et avoir beaucoup de fun el aussi il raut
concentrtr sur les erudes et les choses camme ~a mais. je pense que c'est bon
les spans. c'est quelque chose qui est necessaire dans 101 vie.
Dans rna maison c'esl rna decision comme roes parent aiment ce que je fais el
its m'encouragement de faire mieux que possible mais ils n'y a pas beaucoup
comme la pressure pour jouer. II ....culem ce que je vcux.
Oh. Coronation Street parce que c'est realistique et j'aime les caratteres et c'est
drOle. Je "aime. commt rna mi:re et moi ROUS regardons chaque dimanche.
Tout Ie mande me moque mais je I'aime. ,'est drole. Personne n'est belle et.
c'est vraiment realistique.
Qui commeje pense qu'its veulent':tre comme I~ personnes:i la lelevision et
ce n'est pas realistique et its met beaucoup d'impon,:mce sur les choses qu'ils
voient :i 101 [~Ie .... ision et je pense qu'ils juste. des personnes Ie prend trap
serieusement et comme juste penser comme c'est une emission de television
ce n'est pas \lrai.
Mes amis. des fois m~ parents
Ricn. peut·':tre jouer au basketball mais quandje voulais et fait la natation et
rien.
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c;a depend de IC$ parents camme. a rna maison. it y a de pression pour avoir
des bonnes notes de faire Ie mieux que je peu.'t mais dans des autres maisons
it n'y a pas. mais avec les amis e1 dans I'ecole c'est jusle d'etre populaire et
peut· ene de boire, pas beaucoup des drogues, d'etre populaire ct d'etre bon a
quelque chose comme peut· em dans les sports ou dans 101 musique ou quelque
chose comme ~a.
Je veux continuer il jouer Ie basketball a peur-etre MUN et de ewdier 101
biologic et je ne sais pas vraiment. jusle fait ce que je veux. avair Ie fun.
Paree que rna mere \'oulait que j'allais :i. l'ecole avec clle. alars. elle m'a met
dans ('immersion franljaise et pour que je peux aller a I\~~ok. Mais je pense
qu'elle voulail aussi que je camme. apprends comment parler franyais.
Qui. je pense que c'es! imponant parce que c'est un pays bilingue camme Ie
fran~ais et I'anglais et je pense que tout Ie monde devrait savoir au moins de
juste parler ou comprendre Ie fran~ais et l'anglais.
Qui. je pense que. j'espere que comme si je rec;oit un emploi ou je dois parler
en fran~ais et l'anglais et si je voyage ;i Quebec ou France je pense que c'est
une bonne chose et j'espere que je vais I'utiliser.
~on. je ne pense pas. Je pense qu'il voulait. quelques uns \'oulaient mais je
pense qu'ils vont rester ici parce que c'est un bon pays et les personnes sont
gentilles. Je pense qu'ils vont rester.
\5\
Jc ne sais pas.
Je pense que c;a serait encore un pays bon et comme pas be3ucoup de pollution
ou pauvrete. mais ah.je pense que C;3 va ea-e un peu plus modeme etj'espere
que Ie Canada aumit plus de pouvoir parce que je trouve que c'est un grand
pays mais avec pas beaucoup de pouvoir
Un vrai ami c'est quelqu'un qui t'ecoute el quelqu'un qui Ie fait rire et quelqu'un
qu tu peux: parler Ii SI [U as des problemes. quelqu'un qui t'ecoute el qui te
comprend.
11 faut qu'on fasse cc qu'on vcut ce que qui ROUS donne Ie plaisir et ce qu'on
veut faire et pas ce que les autres veuknt qu'on fasse.
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Subjet:t Twenty-One
\1a famille, il y a neuf personnes. C!) Je suis 13 plus jeune et j'ui trois
nieces.
Je ne peux pas imaginer qu'est-ce que Ie Noel eSt pour un seul enfant.
Je pense la biologie. Je ne sais pas. Je Ie O'ouve interessant.
Je suis partie de la comite de Yearbook (ENGLISH) et je suis sur l'equipe de
Rugby.! English)
rarri'..e presque en relard chaque jour et puis je vais a mes classes, mange Ie
diner ( ? ).
Je suis avec k Dogs Rugby Club (E!'IGLlSH) mais "a c'eSIIOUI.
J'aime un seul sport. Rugby!(Englishl
:"ion. seulement cene annee.
Ah.je ne pense pas. je pense que c'est un pcu ~gal avec tous les (inaudible) Je
pense qu'ils gagnent rrop d'argent el c'est comme une gaspillage d'argent.
:'-:00. C'esl plut6t un choix..
tAh) tlim) Jeopardy. J'aime repondre atautes les questions (ah) peut-etre.
:-.Aoi personellement. je ne regarde pas beaucoup de tele, mais je connais des
personnes qui 13 regarde trop.
(Urn) En neuvieme annee, quandj'etais dans 1a c1asse de Mme () pendant
Ie Noel. dans l'hiver, (um) on regarde toutes tes personnes qui vont enO'CT pour
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voir qui V3 lomber dans la couloir.
Travailler. Je cherche. J'ai besion de ('argent.
Um.je pense d'avoir des bonnes notes c'est une grande pression parce que tu
dois arteindre une cenaine note pour I'universite.
J'ai aucune idee. J'aimerais voyager.
Mes parents m'ont mis en immersion. mais je l'aime maintenam. j'aime
apprendre des autres langages.
Qui je pense que c'est important parce que c'est nOtre langue officielle.
Ah. je ne s3is pas. Peut·etre si je voyage quelque part. mais pas avec un
emploi.
Ah.j'ai aucune idee. J'espere que non.
Je n'ai aucune idee.
lAh) Je pense qu'il '! aura quelques changements mais pas les choses tTOp
grandes.
Je pense qu'on doit ctre honnete sincere, drole ( .. )




Ah. j'ai un frere et deux parents e[ man lTere (5[ difficile a contr6ler. Je suis
vraimen[ impatient avec lui. \1es parents sont (ah) gentils. ils donnent
beaucoup de chases pour. ils sacrifient pour moi-meme.
Ah (PAUSE) les maths. Je ne sais pas pourquoi. mais ils sont toujours
interessants. differents.
Le basketball au ballon·panier
Ennuyanl, pour la plupart saufsi ru es dans un ...raiment bonne humeur
(Ah). je passe beaucoup de temps avec mes amis. je joue les spons, Ie ballon·
panier.lah). regarder la tde.
le baseball. ballon·panier. des fois Ie soccer.
(Ah), EsHe que tu pcux tepeter'? Je pense que c'est bien les sports aU on peut
rencomre des diverses personnes. 11 y a beaucoup de joueurs dans Ie ;-.lBA
maintenant qui sera sans travail s'ils n'avaient pas Ie basketball. so, (English)
je pense c'est bon.
C'est plut6t Ie choi:t duo du athlete mais les parents peut Ie pousser, "a fait. (ab)
(ah), p ...·ais pas faire la difference si I'athlete ne veut pas Ie fairt~ "a doit etre
son choi:t de Ie faire pour lui pas pour quelqu'un d'autre.
Je ne sais pas. Je regarde la tele mais tah) Seinfeld emit.
(Ab) pas vraiment les adolescents, les eDrants de I'ecole primaire el
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elememaire peut·etre. mais les adolescentS sont plus aClifs. ils am plus de
temps ades erudes. les autres chases. mais (ah).
Les amis.
lAb) jouer Ie balian- panier beaucoup. travailler quelque part et etre avec mes
amis.
Quai? Pression? Pressure? Je pense les bonnes notes sont 101 plupart avec les
plusieurs. la pluport des adolescents. Des fois c'est de furner lah) (ah).
Mes rhes... je veux devenir un officier de correction lah) dans les insti[Utions
dejail (English) (ah) ou peut-etre un ReMP,
Ah. mes p:l.rcntS Ie. l'a introduce pour ouvrir les pones quand je finis I'ecole.
je pense qu'ils ant fait 101 bonne decision.
Ah. oui pour Ie plupart. parce que c'est nOire longue otlicidle. I'un de notre
langues otTicielles. ~a ne. lah) ~a derruit beaucoup de limites qui sont mis sur
les personnes qui parlent seulement un langue puree que tu peux O'availler a
Quebec. tu peux demenager (... 1
Ah bien sur. je "eux continuer si je vais a I'universite et je ....ais continuer mon
fran~ais (urn) et peut-etre il y a un cours maintenant au tu peux aller aSaint-
Pierre pour une semestre etje ,'eux.je "tux. Ie faire.je ....ais (... )




CAb) je pense qu'j) va etre la mernc place maintenant ou ils sont dans Ie maRde
categorise. II peut-etre vonl. vais avoir des changemenlS mais c;a va etrt la
plupart la merne.




Qui d'accord. j'avais une famille j'avais une mere, un pere el j'nvais petit frert
qui a 13 ans. il est, il clait en immersion mais il ne pouvait pas parler rres bien
:llors il a besoin d'arreter. Mon pere tTavaille dans Ie ( ) Qui. et rna mere
cravaille a l'hOpital. Elle est nurse. cUe rravaille avec des personnes qui soot
foos qui sont derangees.
Oh.la math. J'adore 13 math oh c'est excellent. J'aime beaucoup comme.je
n'aime pas lire. je deteste lire alors j'aime beaucoup comme faire des
problemes mais essayer comme loute petites choses pour Ie faire pour trouver
les reponses alors j'aime la math. C'est pas etudier. c'est plus pratiquer.
Ahh.le soccer.j'nime beaucoup jouer Ie soccer avec l'equipe de ('ecole parce
qu'aD a beaucoup de personnes ici qU'OD joue om:c pendant I\~le :lIors avail une
bonne: equipe pencfunt t... )
On parle pour un petit peu avant la cloche et alors les premieres c1asses.j'en
comme toute la dasse ou peut-erre fram,ais et pendant la lunch on des fois lj:a
depend qu'est-ce que c'est qu'est-ce que Ie weather tEnglish) est dehors alors
comme je. Ie resle ou \"ois aller quelque pan d'autI'e. Puis on rc:toume et on va
ala c1asse pendantl'apres-midi. mais c'est trC:s difficile (PAUSE) que, quand
c'est du bon temps dehors alors. (uh) vraiment difficile comme Ie sernaine
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passee c'etait. (oh) si jolie. alors c'etait vraiment difficile de rester dans I'ecole
mais( ...}
(Ub), oui, je (pause) volunteer (English) beaucaup avec Ie. comme taus les
choses qui arrivient ici pendant a Ie Arena (English) au a la Rec Center
(English.) c;a depend qu'est-ce que est ici pendant la semaine. (Uh) je joue Ie
soccer, Ie tennis, (ah) je travaille pendant I'ete avec Ie tennis et Ie soccer je
comme, c'est volunteer (English) Ie soccer mais c'est pas sur Ie tennis. (Ub)
que, qu'est-<:e queje fais? Fait les devoirs c'cst pas beaucoup comme (Pause).
Je ne travaille pas pendant "ecole parce que man pere pense que c'est un petit
peu trap parce que pense que je faiserais pas mes devoirs et je, mes etudes vont
tomber alors je Ie dois.
Qui, je pense parce que c'est comme ici a Mount Pearl c'est tout l'hockey.
l'hockey, l'hockey c'est 10ute et personne fait anention to.(English} comme Its
autres chases les chases que sont plus serieuses comme Its choses qui arrivent
dans la vie et chases comme ~a. II n'y a pas beaucoup de chases mais Its
choses qui arrivent, il n'y a pas beaucoup de emphasis que c'est sur ces chases
alars
je( ... ).
(Uh) oui et nan pacce que c;a depend qu'cst-ce que I'enfant pense. parce que ii,
s'il vaulait comme aller des places avec Ie span au quelque chases qu'il aime
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oui. c'est bon mais ils ne comme pousscnt pas trop. paree qu'ils vonl peut-etre
Ie detester apres du temps. alars je pense que les parents o'ont pas, c'est bon
d'etre 1ft lui et lui apponer a la span et etre lei pour encourager et toutcs choses
comme era mais ne pousse pas trop paree qu'ils vont Ie detester avec Ie temps.
Friends. J'aime Friends. C'etait excellent. J'aime. je ne sais pas pourquoi
j'aime beaucoup, je pense paree que c'est (ah), c'est si • c'est si drOle. faime
bc:aucoup comment c'est si drole el (ab), quai d'autre. lis sont comme,
vraiment camme up to date (English} camme RooS parce que(... )
(Urn) 9a depend comme quand, pendant l'hivcr peut-etre aui. parce que il n'a
pas beaucoup de choses de faire pendant I'hi ....er. Je ne sais pas dans l'ete
(PAUSE) pas, je ne sais pas parce que ~a depend sur 1a personne. parte que
moij'aime seulementdes emissions sur la (eli comme Beverly Hills et Friends.
Mais jc rcgarde pas trOp parce que des fois c'est trop comme les. des choses sur
la tl.~le sont pas boones pour regarder je n'aime pas c'est trap stupide pour
I'cssayer Ie regarder.
(Uh), (ah), je quaod quelqu'un fait mal je O'ouve C;3 si drole je oe sais pas
pourquoi mais quand quelqu'un comme fait quelque chose a lui·meme je
trauve Ie si drole mais c'est C;3 c'cst qu'est-ce que je fairc rirc et je ris a tous les
choses.
Qh je voulais comme aller [Qutes les places. Je veux aller aQuebec, je veux
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aller comme dans les dans les flats-Unis mais je nc: peux pas mais je voulais
faire, j'aime rencontrer les nouveaux personnes paree que j'aime comme
qu'est-ce qu'ils fait est tres interessant mais l;a c'est qu'est-ce que je fcrais
pendant I'ett.
(Vb). l'alcool, comme je pense que beaucoup de pc:rsonnes commencent a
boire quand sont comme jeunes paree qu'ils voient leurs sacurs et leur rn:res
el les amis et les plus ages. Alars je pense que ya c'est la plus difficile. Quand
tu es avec tout Ie monde qui boil je n'aime pas etrt ici comme c'est pas bon
comme fU sais alors qui commence a beirc alars je pense yl1 c'est la pression
la plus difficile el des fCls des drogues parce que je sais beaucoup de peTSOnnes
que fait des drogues mais ya aff'ecte comme it n'est pas hooked (English) mais
il y a des ilutres personnes comme quand commence il it besoin de comme
chaquejour.
(L;h) je pense je veux bouger de Terre-Neuve. J'aime etre une (urn) nurse
(English) ou quelqu'un qui fail Ie maUlS comme j'aime beaucoup les maUls
alorsje veux les faire etje veux aller beaucoup de places pour comme voir tout
Ie monde d'autre. Je veux lurn) elTe enseignee de parler des autres langues
sauf que Ie franc;ais. alors je ne SOlis pas. Je ne sais pas qu'esl-ce que je raire
c;a peut ene, je veux erre un nurse (English) comme rna larue est un nurse
(English) el elIe aime beaucoup~. Elle est en Floride maintenant. Elle
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recontre son man el il est de Cincinani et ils avaient un petit enfant.
(Uh) je ne sais pas quando j'elais pas dans I'ecole de Primary (English) au las
mate-melle comme j'etais a ( ) et quand on a venu ici mon pert cannait Mme.
( ) ils etaient en train de parler et die a dit oui, on a un nouveau programme
et si it pensait si ( ) veut I'essayer on peut Ie mcttre 13 pour URe semaine el cHe
peut voir et si clle n'aime pas cUe peut retoumer en anglais. Alars, ~a qu'est-ce
que j'ai fait et mon perc m'a mis quandj'etais jeune. je pensais pas que j'avais
une decision. J'aime Ie fran~ais mais quando j'ai trOllV': quand. comme nous ici
Ii ( ) ~a a lambe parte qu'an fait pas beaucoup de sujets en immersion
seulement Ie franc;ais ct \'histoire alars.
Oh cui je pense. Je pense que tu vas apprendre Ie francais a Canada el en
Elats- nis parce que c'est bonne chose d'avoir comme quand h1 allais. quand
h1 allais tous les places les deu.'\ langues je trouve peut-ette c'est juste au
Canada parce que je suis seulement en Canada c'est (uhl. l'anglais-francais
alors je pense beaucoup et 10US les places que h1 allais comme dans tes petites
villes. Tu trouvais a Halifax comme ils sonts des Acadiens et ils parlent Ie
franc;ais et 10US les signes sont comme franc;ois et en anglais alors j'aime
beaucoup savoir qu-est·ce que c;a c'est.c;a dit el mon pere ne savait pas. C'est
bon!
(Urn) Qui et non. 1e ne sais pas. Ca depend de qu'est-ce que je faiserais apres
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I'ecole mais je sais pas. Je \'eu;( Ie garder mais je oe sais pas 5i c;a vais tamber
plus que c'est tombe ouje ne sais pas.j'ai. fai deux personnes qui ont marie de
mon famille et ils sont les fran9ais, alo~. je leur parle. lis aiment beaucoup me
parler en francais mais je n'aime pas parce que je pense que c'est des fois
vraiment (PAUSE) ignorant quand il y a des <lutrcs personnes qui sont lil et ils
comprend pas.
(Ah),je ne sais pas c;a depend fespw: pas maisje pense pas paree que s'ils
vont separer comme cene vote, je pense pas.
Je ne sais pas.
Oh mon Dieu.je p~nse que c'est va etre toute la technologic camme c'est les
ordinateurs. Je pensais tu dais pas (Pause) faire beaucoup comme tujuste assis
I;i quelqu'un vont ['apponera quelque chose ou des robots. Je pense c'est
vraiment etre differente. Je ne sais pas.
(Urn) it doit etre drole et me faire rire parce que j'aime beaucaup rire il doit
etre.(uh), tu peW( tuh) parler et iI vont pas dire les auues personnes comme si
tu as un probleme. tUb) quai d'autre1 II doit etre Iii. pour toi comme quand et
il doit te comme qU'est-ce que tu dis iI. lui. il doit te dire comme 9a doit etre un
!;Wo-way street (English) etje pense que c'est tout.
(Uh), On doit dire In verite et on doit etre comme on doit faire tous les chases
pas pour toi-meme mm essayerde te faire contente et pas essayer toujours de
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faire des aUlres personnes content. peuH?tre paree que l;:l va te faire comme
malcontent quand tu es toujours comme wonying about (English) les chases
que les autres personnes faisaient.
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Subject Sixteen
Qui ~a va bien!
(Ah) mon Camille, (ah) rna mere est professeur, ~tait un professeur elle est
retired (English) maintenant. Elle 1'a aime pour, pour beaucoup de temps mais
les demieres annees. c'etail comme elle stressing (English) comme ya. Les
erudiants. die avail un cas qu'un erudiant. il ttait trop [rouble et Ifa pris
bcaucoup de I'energie. Maintenant tile est un assistant manager. (English)
Elle aime faire les drapes.(English) Elle aime lfa beaucoup mais maintenant
tile aime. aime (PAUSE) slow down, (English) comme lJa. Mon pere etait
electricien avec un company (English) mais "a close down (English) comme
Ifa et maintenam it travail avec (). II est un courtesy van driver.(English) Un
goodjob.(English) J'en ai deux freres. Cn va aMUN maintenant. il a reljoit
son Bachelor of Ans (English) maintenant en mai et mon autre frere va fI.
AC3demy Canada.
(Ah). {ah). j'aime les maths. C'est beaucoup de travail mais c'est facile.
Franc;:als est d'accord parce que c'est pas beaucoup de travail c'est facile. (Ah),
Language est facile.
J'3i pas beaucoup de temps libre. J'aime.j'aime tous les spans mais je n'ai pas
de temps Iibre de les jouer apres I'c:Cole.
(Ah) d'habitude.je,je suis tard encore quelques minutes, (ah).je viens ac1asse.
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Je viens ;i un 3u[~ class. lunch. Je vas alas maison de mes amis et je viens
back (English) el des lois il n'y a pas des choses imeressams. un waste of time
(English) je pense personellement mais j'en ai besoin de les faire pour alter a
MUN.
(Ah) j'l.~tais avec MUN radio et Cable Atlantic I'annee demiere, j'etais un
volunteerlEnglish) mais maimenantj'en ai un emploi et c;a prend beaucoup de
mon temps parce que j'ai un auto de dais payer pour. Je suis pas gite je n'ai
besoin de payer pour I'auto. J'ai lease (English) Ie.
(Ah) Qui j'aime laus les sporn except lEnglishl pour soccer et Ie tennis. Je
~nse pas qu',1 y ;} assez de t'uin~ dans ks spons comme tout Ie fait counr et
frappe un balloo et j'ai commence ajouer tennis et joue avec un de mes amis
mais j'avais pas de controle comme c;a va tout Ie part. C'l:st fun.
Un peu parce qUI: les.les athl(:{cs comme les salaires rres ~xcremes mais quand
tu penses aI~. les. les clubs fait plusieurs argent et les athl(:tes fait I'argem pour
les clubs parce que avec pas d'athl(:tes ils n'auraient pas I'argent Parce que
comme les Chicago Bulls rait plusieurs de billions dollars avec les
merchandise (English) et tout lj3 et Michael Jordan veut comme quelques
millions ce n'est pas !rop quand to penses de 13 montant qu'il rait.
Je pense que un peu mais pas de comme relive (English) les reves des parents
s'H n'etait pas. Je pense que c:'est bon pour les sports et tout mais si les parents
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les poussenl !rOp c'est comme ru peux. \"air que les parents sont loujours la
toujours pousser que c'est trop, [rop pour les jeunes comme ils veulent faire ce
qu'i1s veulent dans un sens.
Seinfeld ou les Simpsons paree qu'i1s sont comme vrai. les choses qu'its
exploreRI $Om vraiment les choses que 5e passeR! dans la societe.
Qui beaucoup paree que je regarde ~:J.ucoup de television maintenanl comme
c'est et je sais [fOP personnellement je pense comme un de mes amis a son
schedule des emissions qu'il a besoin de rcgarder. ('est srupide je pense.
1e pense que c'est les choses qui vraiment peuvent se passer qui sont droles
comme jah) je ne sais pas comment dire mais comme si ru ...ois quelque chose
et des rois tu peux. dire comme. tu vois quelque chose i la tele et "Glad that's
no me kind of thing" (English) comme ~a. des lois lja me tait rire au les chases
stupides comme pourquoi iI a fait ~a?
(Ah) aller aHawaii. Actually. (English) je pense que j'aurai aller aBermuda
parce que je connais deux personnes lao Je les rncontrer 3 camp (English)
quelques annees pluto!.
Je pense pour les differents cliques c'est les differentes chases. 11 y a des
cliques qui .....eulent les bonnes notes et il y a des cliques qui veulent aller boire
de I'alcoal chaque semaine et les droques mais pour chaque penonne c'est
different. personellement.
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(Ah). jc ,"CUco; lravailler dolns Ie business.CEnglish) Je ....ais chercher mon
Bachelor de Commerce (English) et apres ~a mon Chartered Accountant
(English)etje vais riche. je vais eue riche avec beaucoup d'autos.
Parte que, quand j'ai commence rna mere pensait que je pouvais Ie faire etje
pouvais Ie faire maintenant commej'ai reste ici pendant 12 ou 13 ansje veux
Ie diploma (English) d'etre en immenion comme ~a. J'ai mis assc:z de travail
de d'ctre ici.
Pas vraiment paree que C'omme ce n'est pas un language utilise rrop maintenant
mais seulement au Quebec et Nouveau-Brunswick parce qu'i\ y a des francrais
et Ie cote-ouest de Terre-Neuve et avec pas trop. comme beaucoup de
personnes fait Ie rranpis pour deuxieme langue dans J'universite je pense pas
que je vais Ie laire Ie fram;ais camme peut-eue I'espagnol ou quelque chose
comme ~a parce que c'est utilise plus comme les Etats·lJnis n'urilisaient pas
franl;ais beaucoup.
Ah. peut-em: dans Ie business (English) comme l;a avec les ilUtres pour parler
mais pas comme serieusement. Je pense pas que je vais etre quelque chose
fram;:ais. peut·etre aller aQuebec vacation (English) mais rien d'autre.
Je ne suis pas c(nain. c'est comme iI "'eut mais iI ne ",eut pas comme ~a je
pense qu'il \'eut aller. laisse-Ies alief.
Ie ne sais pas vraiment 101 politique.
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Je pense que lfa. c'est.lY3 va etre un bon pays encore beaucoup de personnes I'a
reSpeCle comme Allemagne ou In Russe. Je pense pas qu'il avail de In guerre
civile.
Quelqu'un respectable. (English) pas comme Ic:s personnes que tu ne peux pas
parler iI. ou dirais. Une personne qui ne fait pas des choses tres tres danger et
srupides mais que tu peux avoir fun avec comme lj:3.
Avoir du fun comme n'aimait pas des choses crop serieuscs en avant pas aussi
de stress et de pression paree que ru Ie regardes. tu as seulement an vic mais
pas jusle de Ie waste (English) avec les choses qui ne va pas augmenter a





Ok. j'ai une mere. un pere et c'est toUI.
tAh) rien. Je n'aime pas I'ecole. Pas du tout! Non.
Non
le riens el je vas ;i 13 c1asse. C'est tout. Je restt ici dans 101 cafeteria pour Ie
lunch.
(Ah) Je tr.J.vaille beaucoup. Ie suis modele et je tfavaille II Tim Horten's et
puis je travaille it. la hening Telegram.
J'aimais Ie soccer mais j'ai pas jou~ paree que mon genou ( .. )
~on c'es! bon paree qu'il y a nop de sujelS crop seneux maintenant et les sports
est une chance pour jusle rela~er et avoir de fun. \1a mere fait l;a maintenant.
~on parce que si je ne veu."{ pas Ie fait je ne pas Ie fait. Lest arrive!:. Je sposais
d'aller et pour (oute I'ete pour dell.'" mois ('tje \"eu.'( pas parce que c'est camme
mon demier I'etc: ici etje vcux pas allertt rna mere est camme non. va. parce
que tu peux fait beaucoup d'argem mais je ne veux pas aller h1. Elle juste di!
maintenant.
The Simpsons. Je ne savais. c'estjust.: fun c'esl stupide c'est drole.
Qui definitivement. (ah) mais. parte que la moitie de nos vies regardant la
television alors c'est trop.
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~esamis
CUh). trnvaille pas. jusle reste aIn maison.
lUrn). 1e ne sOlis pas. 1e oe sens pas la pression maintenant. Quand j'c:mis plus
jeone c'etait mais maintenantje SUIS presque 18 nos alors mais quand tu parIes
de quelqu'un de 15 c'etait different paree que comme Ileme et lOC:me tujuste
...cux etre comme ami avec tout Ie maRde maintenant c'est (... )
Je Vtux em:: un pompierctj'ai deja appris (uh) Ie physical (English) pour Ie et
j'ai. lis t'olvaillent pour 3 jours pour par sernaine.
paree que rna mere et c'es! In scule raison. 1e deteste I'immersion.
Qui paree que N devrais sais plus que un langue mais tu (uh) je pense que
l'espangnol est Ires important aussi parce que c'est comme Ie deuxieme langue
olTicielle dans les Etats·Cnis et beaucoup Ie que Ie frnn~ais vraiment.
Qui des fcis 5i jt va a Quebec ou quelque pan comme ~a pet!t·etre les petits
places en Terre·Neuve mais p.as comme aici beaucoup mais dans les autres
places.
~on jt: pt:nse qu'il veu! mais Ie gouvemement pas les laisser.
Ie ne sais pas
Ie pense que c'est beaucoup (uh) Ie meme que peut·etre il va eue plus papule
parce que maintenant beaucoup d'immigmnts ..·ien( e[ restent encore comme
Ie Cuba e[ les places comme ~a mais je pense que c'est cue 101 meme.
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Quelqu'un qui ~t honnete Ct qu'il 'lime lui·meme premier pas quelqu'un qui est
comme est ce qu'it m'aime. est-ce qu'it m'aime pas, qui est jusle, quelqu'un qui
aime lui-meme et ,'est fait ricn alui si quelqu'un ne lui 'lime pas.
juste ertt honnete avec loi-meme ct [out Ie monde d'aurre et tu vas etre contenL
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Subjeci Eighl
<;a va bien. tres conlen!.
(Ab), moi j'avais deux parents, rna mere, man pere. man frere a dix·neuf ans
et il est dans universite maintenanl. II fait (ab) je ne sais pas (Pause) je pense
que c'est (uhl c'est son deuxieme annee. Ma mere est un professeur el mon
pere. il est un accounlant.(Englishl
J'aime faire les maths. Je ne suis pas tres bon mais j'aime Inlvailler pour
chercher bonnes marques.
(Ahl non. Les petites chases. Je ne suis pas sur les comminees.(English)
Je 'liens. je vais Ii man easier. cherche des lines et je parle Ii mes amis et je va
Ii la premiere classe etje parle :i mes am is encore et je va ales aunes classes
et pour Ie lunch je vais eomme a McDonalds au quelque chose camme t;a avec
mes amis.je re\"iens a l'ecole et faire beaucoup de travail.
Je nage trois lois par semaine c=t (ah) 31'aquarena (English) etje va avec mes
amis et j'ai a\"oir de fun.
Qui. j'ai joue Ie soccer pendant. pour cinq annees et puis j'etais. j'ai nage
competativement pour cinq et j'etais dans les gymnastiques pour quatres et
maintennnt je fais rien.
Non. pas vraiment quelque fois dans l'eeole. II y a trap les personnes pensent
que il y a trap d'anention mais comme sur Ie hockey el pas basketball et mais
I7J
il '! a d'autres ,hoses dans I'ecole too tEnglish) que des fois ne sQu\'ient pas de
qui a besoin de l'anenlion.
lis ant Ie droit pour m'encourager de faire quelque chose mais non ils n'oR[ pas
Ie droit de me dire que III dais fain: (fa parce que ('est mon decision. Mes
parents voulaient que je nagenis comme continuer paree que mon &ere nageait
aussi mais apres cinq annees j'etais fatiguee alars ils ont dit ('est [on decision.
(All). je ne sais pas. tuhl. j'aime Friends. ("est (amme Ie demiere episode
<English) chaque annee el comme. chaque ann~ qu'cst-ce qui va 3rriver?
C'etait drole hier soir.
{Chi, quelques adokscenls. mais je ne sais pas des adolescems particuliers
mais je pense aui il y a quelques qui sont trop occupes avec la tele.
(L:hl. Je ne sais pas {Pause) beaucoup de choses carome les blagues et des
chases srupides.
Je. si j'avais. comme Ie, je peux pas mainlenanl mais I'annee proc:haine je veux
dans I'~te,je veux bouger et comme Albena, (English) quelque pan comme ~a
el travailler pour une ete pour taire de I'argent et avoir beaucoup de fun. Je
sais pas si je veux bouger ales hOlels parce que je veux etre un psychologist
mais je veux habiter dans um: grande ville avec beaucoup de faire.
Parte que meso rna commencement etait mes parems. 115 onl mis dans Ie
fran~ais mais maintenant je sais que c'est un tres bon asset d'avoir aujourd.'h.ui
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dans Ie monde d'a'loir un deuxieme language.
Tres important paree que c'est In deuxieme language parlee .i Canada.
Qui, [oujours je pense parc:e que comme j'aime Terre-;.ievve, je toujours dis
que je vas bouger de Terre·Neuve maisje veux bouger etje sais que comme
les autres places que je bouge.je. il y a va avoir plus de personnes qui parlent
fran~ais alars c'esl bon d'avoir dans Quebec el Montreal meme comme dans
ici.
Je ne sais pas je sais rieo de ~a.
(Ah) je sais pas beaucoup de !fa mais j'ai vu une emission sur 101 tele et (ah),
,='ctait beaucoup comme. quelques personnes avaient des problemes avec ce
qu'il faisait. Je ne SOlis pas qu'est·ce qu'it faisait mais ,'ctait I'air qu'it a cause
quelques probtem~.
Je pense que 1:1 Canada \"3 eIre rres (uh) . successful (English) et comme
quelques provinces il y a quelques provinces maintenant que l'economie n'est
pas bil:n mais d3ns 50 anntts je pense que corrune nous. quand ncus cherchons
les travail l:[ nos enfants qui chl:rchem les travail l:[ l:'est comme les
generations prochaines. Je pense que ~a va etre un bon (... )
Un ami l:st quelqu'un que tu pe:u.'( parler a. de. apropos de rien el quelqu'un
que ill peux. une pe:rsonne que tu peu."(. avoir du fun avec. Quelqu'un qui est
gentil et que. qui ne parle pas de [oi quand ill n'est pas lit.
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Tu dais eIre. (uhl. (P:lusel content .heureux avec ce que N as. paree que si ru
n'es pas c'est comme c'est ricn que (lJ peux faire et je pense que tu dais






II Ya deux filles et puis roes parents. Ma soeur est 14 ans. mon soeur 15 ans
et j'ai un qui a rreize ans.
Le gymnase (Pause) pas de lecture et l'ecriture et (ah) (urn) lf3 l ..)
Ie Spirit Days. (English)
Pendant ('ecole? Je vais a la homeroom (English) et puis j'avais les sujets
comme Ie lit. tEnglish) les mathematiques et Ie fran~ais et dans l'apres- midi.
non. puis Ie lunch et puis dans l'apres- midi Ie gym. gymnase et geology
(English) et puis If:l va ala maison.
ie joue au basketb:1l1 et Ie: soccer.
Qui. basketball.
basketball
Qui je pense que c'est important pour des aurres sujers rnais je pense qu'an doit
3voir les sports pour s'amuser. Les sports donnenr Ie leadership (English) et
des chases comme c;:a!
Qui maisje pense que les parents luh) [TOP de pressure sur les enfants pour les
spons et ne laissent pas juste s'amuser et c'est tout.
faime Ie "Fresh Prince". faime Will Smith. 11 est Ires drOle.
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~on. pas. des :ldol~scents fait mais je ne regarde pas In tele trap pas
main tenant paree qu'aR a la graduation (English) ru as pas la chance pour
regarder.
(Ab), Ie emissions.la tcle. les films. \Ilr. Bean
Je (uh), je vais aller Floride et jouer Ie basketball. Je pense que jt vais (uh)
enseigner Ie basketball aMUN.
(Uh). jt ne sais pas. d'etre Ie meilleur possible, d,'erre pas like (English)
quelqu'un tu es pas d'ctre jusle wi. pas impressioner les :Juttes.
(Uh). avoir un emploi. un bon emploi comme un physiotherapist (English) et
de jouer Ie basketball en Europe.
parce que mes parents mis et ,'est bon pour un job (English) quand on est plus
age et tr3vaille.
(Uh) . oui. c'est important pour un emploi ,'est pas quelque chose comme 5i tu
n'as pas Ie franc;ais ,'cst pas grand je pense.
Qui je v::Iis utiliser pour chercher un emploi pour parler si je lruvaille a
MacDonalds au quelque chose comme emploi d'ete pour parler aquelqu'un
si ils sont Fran<;ais.
~on.je pense p:1S !uh) peut-etreje !ah) ne suis pas la politique. pas vraiment.
Je ne regarde pas.
Je ne pense pas que <;a va changer beaucoup parce que, peUI-etre era va.. mais
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pas. pas comme Ie Quebec va separer au quelque chose comme ~:l. Quelqu'un
qui est intelligent et que tu aimes et que tu peux dire un secret aet sens tu n'es
pas quelqu'un d'autre et quelqu'un qui ,'aime et genril.






WjJlrms' T:tP"logy OrCOmmllOjcarjon SIrjl!Crjrs
Rnl'!Cljoo S'(3rcgies
Fannal
Phonological: Avoidance of words containing "difficult"
segments or clusters of segments.
Morphological: Avoidance of talking about yesterday to avoid
Past tense forms.
Symactic: Avoidance of speaking about what might happm for
fear of using conditionals.
le:ucal: Avoidance ofcenain topics because the necessary
vocabulary is lacking.
Functional
Message abandonment: 'Oh I can"! say this. kt's talk about
something else:'
Meaning Replacement: Saying almost what you want to say:
saying something less politely than you would in your LI
(Modality reduction).
Topic Avoidance: Saying nothing at all.
vbievrrneDl SUillcwies
Paralinguistic slralegi~
the use ormirnetic gestures. facial expression etc. 10 replace
speech..
Interlingual Str.uegies
Borrowing or ··code switchin~··: a native language word or phrase
is used with a native language pronunciation.
Literal Translalion: a literal translation from Ll to L! of lexical
ilems. idioms or compound words.




.-\pproxim:mon {Generalization) : The usc of an U word which
shares essenti~l semantic features with. the target word: "birds"
For "ducks", "animals" for ·'rabbits". "rosc" for "nower" or
"lorry" for "van",
Word Coinage: An L2 word is made up on the basis ofa supposed
rule: "intonate" from "intonation", "inonded" from "flooded".
Panphrase
al description:
I. physical propenies: colour. size. spalial dimensions;
2. specific features: "11 has a motor..:';
3. functional features: "It is~ in.....;
..l. locational fe.nures: "You find it in a factory":
5. Icmpor.d features: "Irs bem'een summer and autumn".
b) circumlocution: subordinate terms used instead of
unavailable superordinate lemu.
el exemplification: usc oflrnde names: "puth" for "moped"
Smurting: The use of empty or meaningless words to fill gaps in
vocabulary command like: "thing. what do you callie
Self-repair (restrucluring): Setting up a new speech plan when the
original one fails.
Appeal foc:assislance
al Explicit: "\\-'hat d'you call": -Speak more slowly": "1 am
foreign": "00 you understand::
b) Implicit: pauses. intonation. draws. Tq)elilion or "( don't
know wha£ 10 call this" and the like;
c) Checking questions: "00 I hear you say.....; "are you saying
that..:';
Initi3ting repair: "I am sorry. there must be some
misunderstanding. Does mean ....? 1took it 10 mean . t ho~
you don't mind my asking (p.355).
~: From -Communication str.uegies and their significance in foreign language
teaching" by G.M. Willems. 1987. S)!swn.li{3}. 355.
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TilTOnr'5 Txpology of CpmmllOicatjoo Srr;uceics
.-\voidance
Topic Avoidance. The learner simply tries not to talk about
concepts for which the target lan~uage item or structure is not
known.
b. Message abandonmem. The learner begins to talk about a concept
but cannol cominue and stops in mid-ulterance.
Appro:um:llion. The le:ll'YIer uses a single target language
vocabularv Item or structure. which shares the same semantic
f~aturts i~ common with the desired item to satisfy Ihe speaker
le.g. Use of superordinate tenn: pipe for w:ucrpipe; use of
malogy: like an octopus).
b. Word coinage. The learner makes up a new word for a desired
concept (e.g.• airball for balloon).
Circumlocution. The leamerdescribl!s the properties aClhe objett
of action instead of using the appropriate target language item or
structure le.g., "ll's oval and 5hiny~: "She is. uh. smoking
something...that·s Persian',.
3. liten! !r.lJlslation. The learner translates word-for·word from the
native language (e.g.. "He invites him to drink" for '''They toast
.:achother.").
b. Language mi:<. The learner uses the native language leon without
bothering to translate (e.g., Turk.ish tirtil for calerpillar.).
4. Appeals for Assistance. The leamer asks for the correet tenn (e.g.• "What
is Ihis'! What called?'").
S. ~time. The learner uses non-verbal tactics in place of a le:<ical item or
action (e.g.• clapping one's hands 10 illusu-ate applause), or to accompany
another communication strategy (e.g., ..tCs about this long.').
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~: From "T~3Ching strategic competence in foreign language classrooms" by
E. larone. in lojrjjlljvcs jn Cornmllojc;ujvc I ;l0i!,agc Teaching (p.13l) by S.
Savignon and M"S" BemstEds.).• 1984. Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley.
Desrrill!ion oCTy:po'ogy o(Cpwwllnicarjon Strntqirs I 'sed in !he Sh1dy
RNhlCljon $rC3lrgics
Strategies a learner uses [0 reduce his communicative goal in order
to avoid a problem.
A. Message Abandonment




The learner simply refuses to talk.
Example: 'Ie ne sais pas:'
"raioublie:'
a. '\cbicvcmept $[[';I!cgirs
Strategies a leamer uses to solve 3. communication problem by
expanding ner communicative resources.
A.I.n1u.l.ingJ.&a(UseofLl)
(l) Borrowing
The leamer uses a native language word with a Ll
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pronunciation.
Example: "11 a mange des t.hcDic:s.-'
(ii)~
The learner uses a word from the L1 (mother tongue)
with L2 pronunciation.
Example: "garbajl from LI ·garbage'."
(iii) I jIm! Tr;ms1atjon
The learner translates word for .....ord from the native
language.
Example: 'le suis dOUlt."
"Place de feu." (Fireplace)
B..lnlra.Ii.n&ua1 (Usc ofL2)
Ii) Word Coinage
The learner makes up a new word in order to communicate a
desired concept.
Example: 'airball" for "balloon"
"heurot" for "clock".
(ii)~
The learner uses a target language vocabulary item or S!IUcturc
which. he knows is not correct. but shares enough semantic
features with wbal is needed to satisfy the listener.
Example: -L.:.m.i..moIJ. est dans la rue.", For "Ia vacht")
(iii)~
The leamer describes the chancteristics of elements afthe










E:<;unple: 'C'est un fruit rouge." (For "opplc")
"C"est metal et on mange avec." (For "Ie couleau"
C. RrtrieyalSrtillceic:s
The kamer needs some time [0 retrieve a term or structure which she
knows is there but which is not readily available to her.
Setting up a new speech plan when the original one fails.
Example: "Quand je suis arrive aIe ._. a mon auto......
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(ii) Appeals for Assispoce
Asking for the correct term.
Example: "What is in French?"
"Is that corrtx:t?" (Asking is word correct)
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Appendix G
Characteristics of the Proficiency Levels as Determined in the
French 3:00 Oral Testing: A .\4anllalfor lnten,'l~"ers (1986)
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Characteristics Of the Pmficimcy I ("cis ;'Is DrtmninN! in the
Funch f~aoOrql fewng' of Mqnuu/fnc lnteryiewen (1986,
The student is able 10 operate only in a very limited capacity wilhin very
predictable areas of need.
Ii) Vocabulary is limited 10 lhat necessary (a) 10 express basic
councsy fannulae. (b) 10 identify components in such areas as:
basic objects. colours. clothing, numbers. weather. time. etc.
Iii) Synt3..'( is flilgmemed (endings omine<!. isolated wenis. short
phr.lses).
(iii) Frequem long pauses.
(iv) Repetition ofimerlocutor's words is often necessm-y.
The student is able (0 satisfy immediate needs using learned utterances.
(Ii) ~o real autonomy ofexpression.
(ii) Slight increase in utterance length. but frequenllong pauses still
,iii) ..:an handle with confidence vocabulary related to most afthe
following subject areas; basic objects. colours, numbers. family
members. food. months. lime, weather. elC.
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(i'-l Cannal suslain performance Ihat dcnmnstrates ability to crealc
wilh l:mguage.
(v) Unable to make needs known.
(vi) Some concepts of present tense forms of verbs, but usage limited
primarily to first person singular and first and second person
plural.
(vii) Mistakes arc numerous.
The slUdent is ablo: 10 show some spontaneity in language produclion and to
initiate and suslain simple dialogue.
(I) Vocabulary is sufficient to go beyond basic survival news.
liil Can use language creatively.
(iiil C3JI maintain simple facc-t().face conversation.
liv) Can talk simply about autobiographical details. leisure time
activilies. and daily schedule.
("j Some grammatical accuracy in basic constructions. i.e.• subject-
verb agreement. noun, adjeclive and gender agreement for familiar
voc3bulary.
(vii Concept of past time but can only use isolated pasl tense forms.
(vii) S~ntax is generally correel.
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The student is able to show considerable spontaneity in language production and
to initiate and sus!3in gencml conversation.
Il=riI>ti<m
(I) The scudent can use language creatively 10 initiate and sustain
routine conversation but accuracy may be uneven.
(ii) Is able 10 produce some narration in past. present. and/or future
lime. but COlMOl sustain perfolTll3Jlce 31 Ihis level.
liii) Can use most question lonns.
(iv) Some control of past tense ronns and basic retlcxive verbs.
(v) May be able to use some direct and indirect object pronouns.
The student is able to salisfy routine work or school requirements and to
communicate in 3. limited manner on concrete topics relating 10 particular
interests and special fields ofcompetence.
l!l Has 3 speaking \"ocabulary sufficient to respond with
circumlocution on concrete topics relating to particular interests
and speciallields of competence.
tii) C3Jl n:llTate. describe. 3Jld explain in present. past and future times
although errors still occur.
liii) Can explain points of view.
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(iv) Speaking performance shows high degree of fluency and ease of
speech.
(iv) Can make factual comparisons.
(v) Speaking pttfonnance shows high degree of fluency and ease of
speech.
(vi) Is able to use the partitive. demonstrative adjectives. most
expressions of quantity, most adverbs and some idiomatic
expressions.




